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Banking industry is an infant industry in China. It
banking system is currently reformed. The market is under
much legal protection. Foreign banks show much interest
in exploring this potential market even though some of
them are frustrated with China parties' practices. It is
questionable whether they can enjoy any oligopolistic
profit due to the imperfect market.
Many foreign banks would like to use Hong Kong a
their foothold in order to enter the China market as most
China business are handled in the Hong Kong banking
offices. The study of these foreign banks will provide
us valuable information about the China market structure
and how foreign banks adapt the complex China business
environment. This report finds out that foreign banks are
limited in a small and highly competitive market in China.
Those banks having more than one office in China cannot
have better performance than other banks having only one
office. Many representative offices are not fully
utilised. At the present situation, the performance in
trade and project financing is related to the management
skill rather than the number of offices. From the
findings, foreign banks may have better insights on the
China market by finding out the successful criteria in
trade and project financing, and setting up adequate
strategies according to their size and experience in China
market.
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The research objective is to study the behavior of
foreign banks in the China market. As the scope is very
wide, China trade financing and project financing
practices of foreign banks are selected to study in
details. From analysing the financing policies, we can
generalise the foreign bank behavior in the China market.
The focal points are as follow:
i.What are the motives of foreign banks for entering the
China market?
ii. Does oligopolistic profit exist in the market?
iii. What are the differences between those banks having
R.O. and those without R.O.?
iv. What is the successful criteria for trade and project
financing?
v. What are the problems and prospects of trade and
project financing in the China market?
22. Problems and questions:
From the Gray & Gray's article--"The Multinational
Bank: A financial MNC"(1), they mentioned that the pattern
of operational behavior of the MNB is effectively
determined by their motivations that induce
multinationality. The first set of reasons for
multinationality (leading to the establishment of
host-country branches or subsidaries) allows the parent
bank to reap gains available from a presence in foreign
country national markets. The second inducement to
multinationalization (establishing supranational branches
or subsidareies) allows the bank to operate in a
supranational market. In China, there is much legal
protection and restriction in the market. It is not an
supranational market. The product market and factor
market are imperfect. Most banking activities particular
domestic business are highly monopolised by the China
banking units. Only a few foreign banks can do
profit-making business. Thus, the scope of foreign banking
business is highly restricted. It is a kind of national
market. Moreover, those multinational banks have
advantages in the access of funds and knowledge like
foreign market operations compared with China domestic
banks. Foreign banks can easily get acesss to global funds
and have a large stock of commercial information from long
standing customer relationship and global network. These
foreign banks can provide more efficient services than
domestic banks to their domestic clients as well as
multinational firms. If Gray & Gray's theory is applicable
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to the case of China, the foreign banks which can enter
the China market will share the quasi-rent with existing
indigenous bankso i.e. The abnormal return on assets that
can be gained in the China market compared to the average
return on assets in a highly competitive market like H.K..
Gray and Gray called this quasi rent as "ologopolistic
profit". In this sense, the return on the the China trade
financing and project financing is higher than that in
H.K.. Gray & Gray also mentioned that the oligopolistic
profit earned depends on the regulator's attitude, the
degree of market penetration, the quickness of services to
be imitated and the easiness of movement of potential
clients to supranational market. In China, the regulator
will protect their indigenous banks. Foreign banks are
limited in a particular scope of business. In fact,
foreign banks cannot penetrate in the Rmb market. In
addition, China is being isolated from the outside world
for thirty years, the domestic banking system is currently
under reform and their services provided is difficult to
compete directly with those well-experienced multinational
banks. It is difficult for the domestic banks to imitate
their services quickly and the potential clients to move
to supranational market because they lack those expertises
and experiences. The oligopolistic profit earned depends
largely on the degree of market penetration in the limited
market segment. At the present situation, only a few
banks are allowed to set up branches in China. Most of
them only do offshore business and use representative
offices as information collection centres. Under the same
situation, banks which have more offices in China would
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collect more information and have greater penetration it
the allowed market segment. There is a basic assumptior
that banks would develop more business as they collect
more information and set up more personal connection. In
China, the secondary information provided is not enough
and the first hand personal information is important for
credit analysis. It is questionable whether oligopolistic
profit exists in the China market. Do the banks having
more than one office have better performance than those
banks having one office? What is the difference between
banks having R.O. and without R.O.? Do the banks with
more representative offices enjoy more profit?
On the other hand, the allowed market segment may not
big enough to accommodate so many banks. They may face
keen competition from other foreign banks. In addition,
BOC not only dominates in the domestic market but also
enjoys certain advantages in providing loans to foreign
partners of joint ventures. Enterprises can enjoy 10%
witholding tax (on interest payment) exemption if they
borrow from the BOC instead o from foreign banks.
Sometimes, BOC will charge a rate lower than the market
rate. In order to survive in the China market, foreign
banks may narrow the spread. If the operating cost is high
and the return is low in China market, it is questionable
whether foreign banks can enjoy any oligopolistic profit
as Gray & Gray mentioned? If the market is highly
competitive and perfect, what are the incentives for
foreign banks in the China market? Do they just take a
defensive mechanism in order to serve the existing parent
cnntrv customers? The large size foreign banks can take
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higher risk and internalise their ownership of specific
advantage at a lower cost compared with smaller size
banks. (Gray Gray mentioned that these advantages were
mobile and could be transferred, they include unique
products and services, good credit standing, speedy and
correct information provided.) A large size bank will have
greater stock of commercial intelligence and will be
easier to access different resources at a lower cost. It
is a questionable whether larger banks will have an
aggressive approach.
From Giddy's article-- "The theory and industrial
organization of international banking." The theory
suggests that the form and the location of international
banking is largely a function of market imperfections and
regulatory configuration and the monopolistic profits that
these generate. The monopolistic profit earned is similar
to oligopolistic profit mentioned by Gray & Gray. The
issue is mentioned before. On the other hand, the
organisation structure of foreign banks in China is
limited by regulation. As mentioned before, most of them
are allowed to set up representative offices. Their
activities are legally admitted in a particular segment.
They usually do trade financing and project financing in
China. Do they enjoy any monopolistic profit in these two
activities?
6Research Questions:
I. Can oligopolistic profit exist?
2. How fast is the growth of multinational banking in the
China market? What are the size and geographical
distribution of foreign banks that first entered in the
China market?
3. What are the major activities of foreign banks? Are
there any relationship to the types of restriction imposed
by the Chinese authority?
4. What are their motives in entering the China market?
5. How do trade financing and project financing fulfill
their motives?
6. What are the differences between banks having R.O. and
without R.O.? What are the uses of having more than one
R.O.?
7. What are their future prospects for foreign banks in
China with regard to profit performance?
8. What are the problems and prospects of trade
financing?
9. What are the relationship between the performance of
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trade financing and those input factors? Those factors
means the currency used, the competitive strategies and
the number of offices in China.
10. What are the problems and prospects of project
financing?
11. What are the relationship between the performance of
project financing and those input factors? Those input
factors refer to the required information, the negotiation
process, the guarantor, the project financing services,
the competitive strategy and the chosen criteria in
financing a project.
83. Methodology 8
a. Review secondary data from newspapers, magazines,
journals, theses and books. Information collected are
divided into 4 parts:
i. Banking business environment in China like the banking
regulations, the financial policies, the external
borrowing situation, the activities of foreign banks in
China ..etc.
ii. Foreign bankers' viewpoint about China market--like
the problems or prospects.
iii. Trade financing: Collect data on published Import
and Export financing and import and export figures.
iv. Project financing: Collect data on published project
ventures and find out the roles of foreign banks usually
take.
b. Two preliminary in-depth interviews with bankers were
conducted before their questionnaire is designed.
c. A mail survey was conducted. The questionnaire was
pilot tested and subsequently revised. After the
questionnaire was sent, a follow up exercise was then
conducted by telephone calls to remind the respondents to
return the questionnaire. In additon, some personal




i. Target population: all foreign banks having offices
in H.K. except those indigenous banks of BOC group.
ii. Sampling frame: Those foreign banks in Hong Kong with
China desk. (Note: A list of banks with China desk was
obtained from the Trade Development Council and the names
of those managers were obtained by conducting telephone
interview. All questionnaire would be addressed to them.)
iii. Unit of analysis: Individual foreign banks.
Hong Kong foreign banks with China desk are chosen
because of the following reasons. Most foreign banks enter
in China market through several ways as follows: a. Hong
Kong licensed banks, b. directly through representative
offices or branches in China, c. through Hong Kong
licensed banks, or representative offices or financial
institutions in Hong Kong, and then representative offices
in China. d. directly contact those business units in
hina.
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On the whole, most foreign banks will use Hong Kong as
their foothold in order to enter the China market.
Moreover, Hong Kong is a financial centre, most
multinational banks have branches or representative
offices here. For those which do not have China desk or
office, it means that they may not have business with
China and will not be a good sample.
114. Limitation of the study
a. Lending policy is a kind of commercial secret of
individual banks. It may serve as an effective weapon in
the highly competitive China market. Most bankers are
unwilling to release information relating the data like
pricing, the distribution of loan types, the country limit
and the percentage of loan loss reserve,.... etc.
b. Those merchant banks will not do trade financing. It
is difficult to compare the volume of business in trade
financing and project financing and justify their
approach.
c. It is impossible to get a complete list of those
project financed by banks. Only a few projects with
financial packages are published. But the financing
arrangement in these few projects may not be a good
representation.
12S. Justification of the study
Although the research is under certain limitation, the
study of H.K. foreign banks in China will help us to
understand the market structure of China. In H.K., there
are many international banks. They are well experienced
in financing activities. Many would like to use H.K. as
their foothold in order to enter China market. Not all
foreign banks in H.K. have their off ices in China. The
proximity of Hong Kong to the China market will provide
much valuable information. In addition, even foreign
banks having offices in China, most China business are
handled in the Hong Kong offices because of the legal
restriction in China and the effective services provided
in H.K.
China is a very complex and new market to many foreign
banks. Many bankers are frustrated with China parties'
practices. The unclear government policies, the confusion
in local decentralised policy, the inconsistent business
practices and insufficient understanding of external
market causes a lot of problems. From the study of two
major activites, trade finance and project finance, the
problems and the policies will be known. Some successful
criteria in financing these two activities can be found.
Then the foreign banks can have a better insight into the
China market and set up adequate strategies according to
their size and experience in China.
In addition, the study may help China parties to
understand the situation of foreign banks in China. It is
hoped that China government organisation will set up
13better banking business environment in order to have
mutual benefits.
Sources:
(1) J.M. Gray & H.P.Gray: "The Multinational Bank: A
financial MNC?" Journal of Banking and Finance, May
1981, pp.33-63.
(2) Ian H. Giddy: "The Theory and Industrial Organization
of International Banking."




GROWING PRESENCE OF FOREIGN BANKS IN CHINA
1.1 Trend of Development
In early 1980, China allowed foreign banks to
set up representative offices especially in Beijing and
Guangzhou. In February 1981, 70 to 80 banks applied for
the opening of representative offices. During the first
quarter of 1981, 19 banks were approved. (The description
of those banks were shown in appendix 1). The numbers are
widely distributed among nine countries.
Up to November 1982, the total number of banks
having offices in China increased from 19 to 39. Table 1
would show that most Japanese banks had strong desire to
enter China market. The number of Japanese banks increased
from 2 to 12 rapidly. French, American, Canadian, Italian,
West German, Australian, Philipino and Pakistan banks
increased their permanent presence in China by setting up
representative offices.
At the end of 1984, the total number of foreign
banks having representative offices increased up to 54.
Japanese banks also continued the presence strategy and
the total number increased up to 18. American banks
seemed to catch up with other countries and 4 more
American banks set up representative offices in China.
Singaporean, Norwegian, Swedish, the Middle East and
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Belgian banks also increased their offices in China. For
other countries, the number of foreign banks seemed to
remain steady from 1982 to 1984.
Country Number of Foreign banks
1981,Oct.(1) 1982,Nov.(2) 1984,Dec. (3)
Japan 2 12 18
France 3 5 5
H.K. 2 2 3
U.S.A 3 3 7
U. K. 3 3 3
Canada 2 3 3
Singapore 1 1 2
Italy 2 3 3
West Germany 2 3 3
Australia 0 2 2
Philippines 0 1 1
Norway 0 0 2
Sweden 0 0 1
Pakistan 0 1 1
Middle East 0 0 1
Belgium 0 0 1
Total number 19 39 54
TABLE 1
161.2 Characteristics of those banks
1.2.1 Size of those banks
Appendix 2 shows the name and the country of origin
of those banks having banking offices in China. Usually
they are one of the biggest banks of their own countries;
for example, BNP of France, Barclays of U.I., BOA of U. S.,
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce of Canada. Moreover,
they are multinational banks and have global network. They
can easily access to skilled personnel, cheap financing
sources and worldwide information. Thus, they may enjoy
certain competitive advantages and may earn oligopolistic
profits as Gray & Gray mentioned.(4) This may be the
reason that they enter China market.
The motives and strategies of these global banks
show their outlook of future China. 16 countries' banks
had made their permanent presence in China. These would
not be an example of a herd mentality. Their activities
in China would reflect their interests and give signal to
the enterprises about the future development of China.
171.2.2 Country differences:
For Japan, the number of foreign banks and
representative offices has increased continuously. (see
Table 1 & Table 2). Japanese banks expand their
representative offices in those important industrial area
like Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen. Mr. Masaki Kaids,
Manager of Sumitomo bank admitted that a large number of
representative offices would have better competitive
advantages. They can have better connection with China
parties and acquire more information. In 1985, Sumitomo
bank set up 2 more representative offices in another area:
Dalian and Shanghai, even though they already had 2
offices in Beijing Guangzhou since 84.
There were only five big French banks settling in
China since 1982 and no other French banks follow them to
set up offices. These five big French banks continuously
expanded into other area like Shanghai, Dalian, Tianjin
and Shenzhen.
For other countries like Germany, Italy, Sweden,
Belgium, Pakistan and Canada, their banks have the same
number of representative offices, all of which remain in
Beijing. It means that they will not be aggressive enough
to set up more offices in other important areas.
From personal interview, Chase spokesman said,
Setting up offices in different area was too expensive.
Each office will cost half a million U.S. dollars. Chase
will aim at offshore business with large customers. To
set one office in Beijing is enough in present situation."
This may be the reason why Chase set one office in 1982
and still not another office in 1986.
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Some banks like Japanese and French banks wouldo
like to have large branch network. But some banks would
like to have limited numbers of offices. Although they do
not aim for doing retail business, the representative
offices can collect many local specific
information. Japanese and French banks may hope for further
penetration in the China market in the future and would
like to set different offices in different area.
1.2.3 Distribution
As of mid 1985, there are 93 representative
offices and 5 branches in China. (see Appendix 3). The
branches are Standard Chartered Bank (a British bank), the
Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corporation and the Bank of
East Asia (2 Hong Kong banks), the Overseas Chinese
Banking Corporation (a Singaporean bank) and the Nanyang
Commercial Bank Ltd. The first four are located in
Shanghai while the last one is indigenous bank of BOC
group and located in Shenzhen.
Appendix 3 shows the distribution of foreign
banking offices of different countries of origin in
different locations up to mid 1985. Japan has the largest
share of offices followed by France, H.K., United States,
United Kingdom, and Canada.
Beijing has the largest share of the number of
banking offices followed by Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen,
Xiamen,Dalian, Zhuhai,Wuhan and Tianjin. According to the
regulation, all banks had to set offices in Beijing first
before 1985. As China is still a central planned economy,
Beijing will be an important information and financial
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centre. said Mr. Kwok, China Division Manager of BTA it
a personal interview.
In early 1981, Guangzhou was first open to
the southern part of China. Later, more cities were open.
Shanghai is an important commercial and financial centre
in the northern part. Shenzhen and Xiamen are special
economic zones and will attract much foreign investment
while Tianjin and Dalin are important industrial centres.
Representative offices are not allowed to do any
profit making business. All business deals are handled out
of China. Moreover, most foreign banks are limited to
foreign currency business and they would prefer to locate
in an area where there are more foreign investors.
Following the opening of some coastal areas, banks tend to
choose some specific one. From personal interview, Mr.
Kwok of BTA said, Our bank would prefer to open
representative offices in Shanghai rather than in Shenzhen
or Guangzhou as they are close to H.K. As the increasing
operating cost of representative offices and improving
communication in the southern part like Guangzhou,
Shenzhen, Xiamen Zhuhai, banks would prefer to set
offices in those more important industrial areas which are
farther away from H.K. Stationing offices in those area
will be more effective as R.O. in those isolated area
could perform more important role particularly in liaison
and information collection. It is forecasted that the
importance of location in Shenzhen and Guangzhou may be
declined. Therefore, -those banks having any
representative offices in China or only one office in
foreign banks and was an important commercial centre in
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Beijing may set R.O.in those northern industrial area like
Dalian. This is the reason why Japanese and French banks
continuously expand their network in Shanghai, Dalian and
Tianjin. It is not a good task to withdraw those offices
in the southern part as the reputation of bank and the
relationship will be deteriorated. Banks have to evaluate
the location seriously. They prefer to invest the same
amount in the area where there is greater return.
1.3 Motives
Different banks would have different objectives
and strategies in China business. Some may not set any
office and some may hope to broaden and make more
permanent presence in China by setting up representative
offices or opening branches in China. Some local
representatives cite the following factors for their
current presence: serving existing customers trading or
investing in China, maintaining public relations with
local financial organizations, preparing for the future
return in trade, and paving the way towards full branch
operations. (5) From personal interviews, Chase and
Nederlandsche Middenstands bank Ltd. thought that China
would be a strategic business area in the future.
Therefore, they would develop new business. But Bank of
Credit and Commerce would like to diversify their
business. (6) Some banks may just follow the activities
of the major customers and do little trade financing.
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From the survey (Table 2), major objectives are
to develop new business, serve existing parent country
customers, and develop relationship with China government
and enterprise units particulary not for short term
profits. But some banks are to seek net profit
contribution to bank. On the whole, China may represent a
new market for many banks as lending is not very active in
many countries like European countries or Latin American
countries.
22No. ofbanks
Motives in entering China value
Business most
Mean Mode important
Ia. Develop new business 2.42 12
b. Serve existing
parent country customer 2.97 1 8




d. Net profit contribution
to bank 2.79 1,2,3 8
e. Increase market share 4.45 5
f. Meet the competition of
other banks 4.80 6 0
TABLE 2
There are certain degree of difference in the motives
of different banks of origin. Table 3 will show how
different banks of origin rank which factor as the most
important.
Japanese banks would stress on developing their
relationship with China Government and enterprise,
developing new business or serving existing parent country
customers. They seemed to look for long term profits. The
Japanese Commercial banks are less motivated by profits
and more willing to work together to help Japan establish
a sound financial and political relationship with China.
(7) This is the reason why they invest so much in setting
up many representative offices in different location. From
personal interview, Mr Masaki Kaida of Sumitomo bank said,
Our objective is to set up relationship with different
financial organizations in China. Now we do short term
non-profit financing, but we would hope to get long term
financing business."
Similarly, 2 respondents of French banks also
emphasize on developing relationship with China Government
2
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and enterprise. So Japanese banks and the 5 big French 23
banks continuously extend their network.
For U.S. bank, 2 respondent banks also stress on net
profit contribution to the bank. It may be due to the
profit centre oriented approach (i.e. the performance of
each U.S. bank based in H.K is evaluated by the profit
earned of each individual unit.) They consider to have
more profit return in certain period compared with
Japanese banks. So the number of U.S foreign banks and
banking offices in China did not increase quickly from
1981 to 1984. (see table 1,2,3) Although U.S. banks are
very aggressive in international banking, they are not so
aggressive as Japanese or French banks in China. Moreover,
U.S banks are under pressure both from the shareholders
and the U.S government to have less of their asset quoted
in terms of loans, particularly as a result of their
previous over-enthusiasm to lend to unreliable developing
countries. As a result, they are moving towards more
diversified activities while the Europeans and Japanese
still adopt an aggressive lending strategy. (7) U.S.
banks would not have great investment in China and do not
expect long term payback period.
For banks of H.K. origin, they are separated into 2
groups. For those small banks,they do not have offices and
they emphasize on net profit contribution to the bank. At
the present situation, foreign banks have to lower the
price in order to enter China market. Those profit
conscious banks would not like to have great investment
and expand their scope of activities by price stragtegy in
China. Moreover, their financial strength is weak. They
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cannot invest a lot inAChina market. They just do a little
trade financing to serve existing customers. For those
large banks having offices in China, they would stress on
developing new business or developing relationship with
the Chinese Government. They would prefer aggressive
approach and long term investment.
But for the Philipino, Sinaporean, Indian and the
Middle East banking group, they would not stress on market
share or profit. The Philipino and Indian banks are not
active and mainly do some trade financing to serve its
existing customers. They may treat their activities as a
kind of relationship between their customers and China
parties.
25Number of Banks of different country origin
European Far EastMotives which (U.K.+ (Philipines
rank the most France India,important
+ Germany) Singapore)Japa U.H.K Mid. East
Net Profit
contribution 0 3 2 2 0
Serve existing
parent country





profit 3 2 0 1 2
Develop new
business 2 3 0 3 2
Increase
market share 0 0 0 2
Total Number 6 8 2 9 5
TABLE 3
Source: from survey result
1.4 Activities of foreign banks in China
1.4.1 Role of representative offices
Before April 1985, the representative offices are
mainly subject to the regulation Procedures of the
People's Bank of China for Control Relating to
Establishing Resident Representative Offices in China by
Overseas Chinese and Foreign Banking Institutions
promulgated on February 1, 1983.
According to the regulation, representative offices
are allowed to engage in non-income generating activities
which can generally be divided into 3 categories:




(ii) Advising the foreign customers how to do business
in China including arranging financial packages to suit
the environment.
(iii) Conducting business development activities with the
Chinese Commercial Organization.
On the whole, those activities are non-income generating.
But foreign banks can use them as connection and
information centre. Jao maintains that a R.O. is actually
a part of the foreign branches in China. (9) It is
justifiable even though the annual operating cost for a
representative office in China runs between U.S.$250 Mn to
U.S.$500 Mn if it can provide valuable information.
1.4.2 Activities of branches
All business activities of foreign banks in China
are subject to the approval of People Bank of China.
Generally, their activities can be grouped into the
following types:
(i) Foreign Currency Deposits:
They can accept foreign deposits from joint ventures,
ventures with overseas Chinese, and wholly owned foreign
enterprises and overseas.
(ii) Foreign Currency Loan:
They can make foreign currency loan to joint ventures,
ventures with overseas Chinese, and wholly owned foreign
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enterprises. But they are under the control of Foreign
Exchange Regulation.
(iii) RMB Deposits:
They can take RMB deposits on behalf of the People of
Bank of China.
(iv) Remittances:
They can take foreign currency remittance from abroad,
arrange inward and outward remittances of foreign
enterprises and individuals staying only on a short term
basis.
(v) Documentary Credit Business:
They can advise documentary credits and negotiate bills
drawn on them only on exports from China to overseas and
they can open letters of credit on behalf of Hong Kong and
Macao compatriots, foreign companies and joint ventures.
Moreover, the branches are also allowed to handle export
and import bills on collection basis for local enterprise
or overseas exporters.
(vi) Guarantees:
They may issue guarantees in favour of the various
state organisation in China. They can issue guarantees in
favour of beneficiaries outside China if they are
requested by state organisation.
(vii) Travellers' Cheques:
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They can also encash and issue travellers theques
subject to the exchange control regulation.
1.4.3 New Scope of activities of foreign bank branches,
foreign bank head office joint venture banks.
According to the new regulations announced on 2nd April
1985, foreign bank branches, foreign bank head offices,
joint venture banks could only deal with non-local
enterprises and individuals in the area of handling
deposits, overdrafts accounts, outward remittancesand the
settlement of import transactions. The regulation
originally allowed foreign banks to take deposits and make
loans in RMB. But later the officials in the Shenzhen
branch of the PBOC revealed that foreign banks would not
be allowed to do RMB business in the initial stage. Up
till March 1986, only 5 branches are allowed to set up in
Shenzhen even though more than 10 representative offices
apply to upgrade their offices i.ee only few foreign
banks have branches in China.
On the whole, they are limited on the following
activities:
a. normal documentary trade financing
b. short term or medium term loan
c. finacing compensation trade and joint venture
d. leasing
e. project financing
f. only few banks will do joint venture business or
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setting up joint venture financial institutions.e.g. CCIC
Company Ltd is formed by an American bank--
First Chicago, a Japanese bank-- Hing Yip Bank, a Chinese
bank-- Bank of China and a China organisation settled in
H.K.-- H.K. Chinese Company.
But their activities are limited to non-local
business.
1.5 The prospect of the China Market:
After reviewing the growth of foreign offices in
China, the scope of activities of those offices and their
motives, we have to question whether the China market is
so large for foreign banks.
In the recent years, China has shown great commitment
to modernization and would need much foreign currency.
China parties can raise fund through many ways-- raising
fund in foreign markets, concessionary financing from
international institutions and foreign governments and
foreign investment. How much loan can foreign commercial
banks channel to China organization directly? According
to the World Bank projection of development of China in
2000, China has to borrow US $50 billions at 1981 price.
(8) The net debts of China at 1981 price would be around
US$50 billion. But in 1984, the annual foreign borrowing
by China was just US$4 billion. China had shown its
intention to expand its borrowing from foreign money
market during the seventh five-year plan. (9) But China
（ 中 芝 □ 業
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would expect to keep the debt level at a reasonable level.
They do not expect the debt situation happened as in some
developing countries in Latin America. If China party
would keep on certain debt service level rather to attain
the ambitious objective in 2000, the volume of commercial
loan will not increase so quickly. Recently, the increase
of protectionism and the slump of oil price will decrease
the export revenue of China. Because of the decrease of
revenue, China would have tighter control on import and
borrowings from financial institutions. Foreign banks are
only allowed to lend money to those central financial
institutions but not to those individual provincial
institutions. (10) China would select preferential and
low-interest commercial loans. They would explore other
resources like issuing Certificate of Deposits in H.K. in
order to get cheaper funds. It is difficult for foreign
banks to provide long term low interest loan to those
large Chinese financial institutions in. the long run. In
the past few years, some foreign banks like the Japanese
banks had to lower price in order to enter market. But it
is difficult for them to use cost-drive strategy
continuously in market penetration process when the market
size does not expand. In some syndicated loan cases,
foreign banks can provide little commercial loan to China
parties. The major activities of foreign banks are mainly
limited to provide services to those foreign investors.
How much business can those foreign investors bring to
bankr? Foreign banks may hope to develop wholesale business
in China as they are not allowed to do retail business.
But the size of wholesale business would depend on the
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size of foreign investors. The size of foreign investment
is not very large among the total investment in China.
Large number of global banks compete for small share in
small market. It is questionable whether the investment
in long term relationship can bring much business in a
small market. There is lacking of reciprocity
relationship. For example, Japanese banks have widely
established its network in China in 1985, but its
representative offices are not allowed to upgrade its
offices in Shenzhen unless BOC is allowed to upgrade its
Tokyo office to a full branch. But China does not apply
reciprocity relationship to other banks. For instance,
U.S. banks accused China of not allowing them to upgrade
its offices but China banks are allowed to set up branch
in U.S. Therefore, the relationship may not worth as so
important to China party when they want to seek better
terms. Moreover, there is no clear central policy, no
clear legal regulation and no well-developed private
market. Banking industry is still an infant industry.
China government will try to protect their own banks. For
example, withholding tax are imposed on those loans
borrowed from foreign institutions but not from BOC (11).
In addition, doing RMB business is not so attractive as it
is not a convertible currency. It is a problem how foreign
banks convert the RMB profits and remit them out of China
in the future if they are allowed to do local business in
future. Although China parties has liberalised the
controls on admission of foreign banks in China, e.g.
branches are allowed to set up in SEZs in the end of 1985,
officials might not be interested to increase the loan
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amount. They may hope to widen the scope of competition,
facilitate the introduction of new services, new
technology, new instruments and managerial strategies, and
foster the efficiency of domestic banking system. On the
other hand, the degree of liberalisation is a kind of
response to the the pressure of foreign banks. As more and
more banks set up offices in China, they would desire more
business. But now only few banks can do profit making
business. If they are under great control, the
development of foreign business will be restricted. It is
more effective to do those business onshore rather than
offshore. The offices in Shenzhen can be fully utilized if
they can do profit making business directly without
sending people from H.K. to negotiate and settle the
business in H.K. The high operating cost of present
offices will lower down the motivation to develop more
foreign business. The deterioration of foreign business
will in turn affect the foreign exchange earning of China.
However, foreign banks should know the origin of open door
policy is to increase foreign exchange earnings but not to
increase foreign borrowings. Foreign banks have to modify
the product provided and not to push China parties to
absorb a lot of commercial loan. They should enhance their
strength by taking a particular role.
Those multinational banks have international trade
network and can promote direct investment and trade
development. They can apply export credit from some
government institutions such that China parties can
finance import at fixed interest rate or low interest
cost. On the other hand, they would be good planners in
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the project and good helpers in financial consultancy
service. As China is being isolated from the World for a
long time, most foreign investors except some H.K.
investors would not know how to approach China parties and
would contact their banks first. Foreign banks can help
foreign parties to negotiate with provincial level
organization. As they have collected more information
through their representative offices and can know what
might hold up the conclusion of negotiations and ensuring
that foreign clients know when internal approvals have to
be sought and confirming that they have been secured. For
example, Bank of East Asia use long term good connection
with China parties (one of few banks having offices in
Shanghai after 1949) as an asset to build up business even
though it is not a multinational bank. But Bank of East
Asia tried to do business by helping major H.K. companies
to get into China in the crucial areas of infrastructure
and assisted some of the biggest U.S. multinationals to
break its virgin but difficult market (12).
Although the business environment is not so optimistic,
foreign banks may wait for a bank boom in China. From the
survey (see Table 2), the motives of many banks are to
create new business and develop long term relationship
with China government not just for short term profit.
From the survey (see Table 4), a great majority of banks
believe that their profits in China business can increase
in this coming three years. Up till now, most foreign
banks loss money in China. China seems to be a small part
of investment in their global portfolio. We would not
expect short term payback period and great change in
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income performance. We hope to have slow and gradual
improvement, said by Citi bank spokesman from personal
interview.
Profitability in this coming three years:
Frequency 0




On the whole, foreign banks compete strongly in a small
segmented market. They would not expect great return in
the short run. Some may treat it as an experiment market
or like 'dog' or 'star' in their portfolio.
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1. Importance of Trade Financing
The total value of import and export in China
continuously increased from 1977 to 1984. (see Table 1)
(1). The share in the world of total export increased
from 0.92% in 1980 to 1.25% in 1984. (see Table 2)
value unit US$100million
total export importyear
1977 148.04 75.9 72.14
1978 206.38 97.45 108.93
1979 293.3 136.58 156.75
1980 378.2 182.72 195.50
1981 403.75 208.93 194.82
1982 392.97 219.19 174.78
1983 407.21 221.97 185.30
1984 253.56497.7 244.16
TABLE 1
Share in the world







Facing with the rapid growth in China trade, there is
much room tor banks to develop. westpace banking
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corporation prepare to upgrade its deposits taking company
-- Westpac Finance Asia Ltd. into a branch in order to
enhance trade and project finance activities in China (2)
In addition, the growth rate of China trade financing in
H.K., Standard Chartered Bank is greater than that of
entrepot trade. (3) Bankers would think it is a better
way to channel the fund or enter China market by trade
financing. It is not a complicated process and would not
force China parties to take a lot of foreign loans.
Moreover, the major activity is to serve their foreign
customers. The Managing Director of Scandinavian Far East
commented, "There is a strong increase in China trade,
opening up significant opportunities especially for the
back to back letter of credits among other instruments.
We are not trying to force loans down their throats, but
one of the possibilities I can see is bringing good
partners together, particularly Scandinavian and Chinese
Contracts." (4)
As more and more companies established bases in
Hong Kong as footholds for China Trade, some banks would
follow their parent country customers and provide trade
financing services. Most banks entered China market by
trade financing in the initial stage. According to a
survey done in 1981 on foreign banks in Beijing by Cheng
(1981), most of the businesses between China and foreign
banks were in trade finance (5). Trade financing is an
easy way for banks to enter China business. From my
survey, most banks take part in trade finance activities.
Even though a few banks that are inactive in China
business, they would do a little trade financing in order
to serve its own customers. As their customers do more e
trade with China, those small banks manage to provide this
service in order not to lose any existing customers.
2. Ways to finance China Trade
Before we discussed letter of credit in details,
it is vital to point out that China can finance the trade
by barter, compensation trade method, deferred payment or
suppliers' contract, direct loans and even officially
supported export credits. As the trade increases, barter
and compensation are not sophisticated enough and become
less popular. Foreign banks usually can finance the
transactions by L/C. The officially supported export
credit will provide very low interest payment scheme which
foreign banks do not favour entering into such
arrangements. Appendix 4a shows those export credit
signed from mid Nov. 1984 to mid Sept. 1985. Export and
Import Bank of Japan is a major one, next is Export
Development Corporation of Canada and Australia Export
Credit Agency. They offer long term (about 9- 20 years)
and low interest (6.25%- 7.125%) financing for China.
The activities are limited to finance oil, coal field and
industrial projects. For this kind of export credit, the
suppliers are limited to particular country of origin.
The total amount is 1060.778 billion Yen, Canadian $8.14m
Australia $6900 m. For foreign banks, they will
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provide short term (1- 2 years) financing on the imported
consumers' products which cover a range of products like
refrigerator, TV video and television. Foreign banks will
not compete with these official institutions in financing
trade.
It is difficult for China to accept large amount
of direct loan to finance the transaction, but they would
like to have long term and low interest financing from
some of the institutions. For suppliers' credit, usually
the supplier will absorb the fluctuation of the interest
rate. China party would then pay a fixed interest rate.
Foreign banks may involve themselves in arranging the
activities. This is a case stated in China Trade Report
(6). Chinese importer borrows from a foreign supplier to
subsidise the difference between the fixed interest rate
of 7.5- 8% with the foreign supplier to subsidise the
difference between the fixed rate paid by the Chinese
corporation and the commercial rate required by the
financing bank, normally a floating rate with a specified
spread over a base rate such as Libor. Therefore the
supplier has to pay the differential interest rate and
bear the risky upward movement in the floating rates.
This cost will be high/ considerable in this current
period with high rate volatility. In fact, the suppliers
would increase their export volume and may regard this
cost as a kind of trade promotion. They may think of
China as a large potential market.
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2.1 Letter of Credit
Letter of credit (L/C) is the written undertaking
or obligation of a bank, made at the request of its
customer (Imports) to honor an exporter's draft or other
demands for payment upon compliance with conditions
specified. Commercial banks are positioned as
intermediaries between importers and exporters, performing
various function on their behalf. In the case of an
import credit, the importer in Hong Kong obtain letter of
credit from a Hong Kong bank, whereas, with an export
credit, the opening bank like BOC in China, on behalf of
its customer (importer) sends its letter of credit to a
Hong Kong bank which in turn forwards the L/C to its Hong
Kong exporter. In the first case, the bank in Hong Kong
is active in opening import credits. In the second case,
the Hong Kong bank does advising, confirming and
negotiating export credit.
2.1.1 Export Credit (Exports from China)
Before 1977, when China is a seller, payment must be by
made by a confirmed, irrevocable, divisible and assigned
letter of credit issued by a bank with which BOC has
correspondence relationship. (7) It is because of the
centralization of export policy of China party before
1977, funds received would be assigned and divided to
different parties. The Central party represented
different organisations to sell different products. The
L/C could be divided and assigned to different
organization in order to facilitate the allocation
process. Now, China parties would still like to have
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greater degree of protection. The usual bill transaction
is still irrevocable and confirmed L/C. Beside L/C,
there are other bills transactions like D/P and D/A. The
risk level of D/P and D/A is higher than L/C, but the
process is simpler. By issuing D/P D/A, the bank would
not finance the trade but just get commission.
2.1.2 Import Credit (Import to China)
All L/C issued by Chinese organizations are
guaranteed by BOC. Although the Chinese parties have not
formally accepted the Uniform Customs and Practices for
Documentary Credits of the International Chamber of
Commerce UCP400, they have never dishonoured them. UCP400
are used as governing rules to settle documentary disputes
in international trade due to complexity in documentation
and possible misinterpretation of documents. From
personal interview, the China Project Manager of H.K.
Bank, Dorothy Siu said, The dispute would be solved by
the importer and exporter, and usually they would use
friendship settlement method. The goodwill of China
parties is very good as there is no court case ever
reported. As a buyer, China will pay until all documents
have reached the issuing bank in China. For the seller,
he has shipped the goods and lost control over them as he
must arrange for the documents to be presented to BOC and
waited for the reply and the payment. Some Chinese
importer units may call for inspection of goods upon
arrival, however, payment is not necessary contingent upon
the inspection report.
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The usual form of letter of credit is Back to Back L/C
The Back to Back L/C is the existence of two letters of
credit to finance the same shipment. From personal
interview, the Project Manager of the H.K. Bank, Dorothy
Siu said, The recent development is to have guarantee
instead of L/C. The bank would buy products for China
first without waiting for L/C issued by China and send
this back to China under some guarantee agreement. it
requires less effort and is more effective. However, it
is difficult to find qualified and reliable guarantor. Up
till now, Back to Back L/C is the major category being
mostly used."
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2.1.2.1 How to f inance Back to Back L/ C
The following case is summarised from the findings
in personal interview and newspaper (8).
A Hong Kong company, Tai Wah Company accepted an order
from a China legally admitted organisation to buy some
electrical products from Japan. The company would take
the original China L/C to a Hong Kong based bank. The
bank would check whether the details in the original L/C
comply with the application f orms of requirement. However
it is a difficult and timely process to check the letter
of credit contents. For example, the name of Hong Kong
Company Tai Wah has been typed as Tai Wa Company, the Bank
would advise the China parties to change the content of
L/C. Because of the bureaucracy of China parties and low
efficiency, the Bank had to wait for one or two weeks even
though urgent telex was sent repeatedly. In the original
L/C, China party stated that all L/C would be negotiated
at the issuing bank. If the goods are not directly
transported from foreign manufacturers to China, the bank
had to check these goods in H.K. Any problems in those
goods arrived at Hong Kong are the responsbility of the
banks. If there is any discrepancy in those documents,
China party would defer payment. For example, mistake in
the goods arrived at Hong Kong would cause the reason for
China party to reject payment. The Bank thus has to
charge certain margin in order to have some guarantee for
great loss. If the amount of purchase was larger than the
deposit base of the Tai Wah Company, the Bank had to check
the credit base of this company. Sometimes, the Bank
would trust the company as there was long term good
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relationship. However, the Bank still insisted on waiting
for the reply of the beneficiary (e.g. a Japanese
exporter) before he opened another L/C. After accepting
the confirmation of beneficiary, another L/C was opened
for Tai Wah Company. Later, goods arrived and everything
seemed to be right at Hong Kong. The payment to Japanese
manufacturers were settled. However, all documents must
be sent back to the original unit in China, the Bank and
Tai Wah company had to wait for the remittance of those
money. The local Hong Kong Bank will loss certain
control. If the central policy changes and has tighter
control on the import of particular kind of goods, the
party would delay the payment. As they do not follow
UCP400. Sometimes they would not pay and use the excuse
that the goods collected not really match with the
original L/C. This error may be the fault of China party.
The Hong Kong based Bank only provided credi.z for company
to buy goods from the Japanese manufacturer. As the time
lag between the payment to the Japanese manufacturer and
the receipt from the China party is very long, conflict
would easily arise between customers and the banks. The
disputes can be settled directly if the Bank has offices
in China or the Bank may send some officers directly into
China to collect the payment.
2.1.2.2 Findings from the case
(i) There is no much differentiation in trade finance
documentation process between the Japanese beneficiary and
Hong Kong parties. But the process between China and Hong
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Kong parties is time consuming and com plicated. Banks
having different relationship with China parties would
have different degree of control over the payment process.
They would give different advices to their clients so that
they can get back those funds from China in time. They can
advise the clients to import and export particular items
and use particular financing tools.
(ii) Time risk- Long time required in checking the
contents of L/C. There is long time lag between the
payment to beneficiary and the receipt from China parties.
Furthermore, the China party would change their decision
terms and the bank would be notified after a long time.
(iii) Institution risk- Any political and social problems
may disrupt the payments process such as changes in import
control by the Chinese authority. Although all L/C issued
by China parties were guaranteed by Foreign exchange
organizations, they can delay payment for a long time.
(iv) Distance risk- Distance refers to the time and the
method of shipment of merchandise. If the goods are
transported from foreign manufacturers directly to China,
there would not have any change in goods in the
intermediate stage.
For example, if those goods are imported from Taiwan,
Hong Kong has to change the name of country of origin and
the package. But China party would insist on writing the
country of origin clearly in the original L/C. The bank
has to consider how to convince China party to pay.
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Moreover, the bank has to check the of those
quality of those gooes
shipped to Hong Kong and to ensure that they comply with
the requirements stated in the original L/C. It will need
the bank to take more responsibility.
(v) Business relationship between importer and exporter-
If there is a long term good relationship between the
importer and exporter, i.e. the relationship between China
party and Hong Kong party, Hong Kong party and Japanese
party, then the risk of any default case will be less.
Time required in the whole process will be shortened. Any
disputes could be settled down quickly.
(vi) Summary: On the whole, banks have to consider the
nature of merchandise, the business relationship between
importer and exporter, and the possible risk involved in
the shippment of merchandise.
3. Market structure
All foreign banks cannot open L/C for China
organization, they can provide services only for these
foreign firms. Now only 4 foreign banks in Shanghai and 5
foreign banks in Shenzhen can directly open L/C for those
foreign firms and joint venture companies. Those L/C can
be directly sent to the export organization in China
without going through any BOC bank groups. This can
increase the efficiency. For those firms which do not
have branches, they open L/C for their customers and the
L/C has to go through one of BOC banks in Hong Kong in
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order to reach the hands of China exporter. It seems that
there is competitive advantage for those banks having
branches in China.
4. Strategy for Trade Financing
Since China trade financing involves the entire process
of natural resources, production, transportation and
delivery of goods from exporter (in one country) to the
buyer (importer) of another country, strategy for trade
financing must be considered in connection with the
following analysis:
(a) recognition of realities,
(b) who will bear the credit risk and,
(c) currency of the invoice.
(a) Recognition of realities:
Firstly, the nature of product must be recognised.
Durable product such as machinery usually required
long-term financing while seasonal products such as fruit
needed short-term financing. For these products which are
under import control in China, banks have to check clearly
whether there are enough foreign exchange in this
organization and consider whether financing is accepted or
not,
Secondly, market conditions in connection with business
cycles or new products may favor either the exporter or
importer depending on the demand elasticity of the
48product in question.
Thirdly, relations between importer and exporter shoul,
be considered as to what kind of trade financing would bi
needed. If there is no much confidence between 2 parties
confirmed, irrevocable letter of credit is required.
time required in the whole process can be shortened.
Fourthly, the availability of financing services to
trading parties would certainly affect the cost and means
of financing. As back to back L/C is popular, some
foreign banks would charge 100% margin in order to
decrease the risk in financing China Trade. Other banks
like Hong Kong Bank would selectively use guarantee method
instead of all back to back L/C. If good guarantor is
found, the cost will be lowered and efficiency will
definitely increase.
Fifthly, locations of trading parties would certainly
affect transportation and the risk in transit.
'Sixthly, local government regulations definitely have
vital effects on the way of financing. For example, the
requirement of all L/C issued by China would be payable at
the issuing bank, the bank should consider how to collect
funds in time and charge customer more in order to lower
down the risk of delay payment. In some cases, government
requires to inspect the products, deferred payment will be
considered.
I the relationship is good, D/P or D/A can be used and th
49(b) Who Will Bear the Credit Risk
The credit risk may be from an importer and exporter.
But credit risk is usually shifted from trading parties to
a third-party-private and government financial
institutions. They include commercial banks, trade
associations, Export-Import Bank. Foreign banks,
undoubtedly become much cautious to consider the risk
involved and fees required.
(c) Currency of the Invoice
Foreign exchange risk is a permanent problem in
international trade because it affects costs and profits
of both exporter and importer. Normally, traders would
prefer a key and stable currency commonly acceptable to
both parties. From my survey, the U.S. dollar is the most
popular one. But under the floating exchange rates,
currency fluctuations may change the cost-price-profit
relationship from the moment of production to payment.
On the whole, the risk level in China trade financing
is greater than that in developed countries. Foreign banks
have to consider its trade financing strategy but not just
provide standardised services. Although they have long
term experience in trade financing, they still have to
consider the uniqueness of China environment and try to
reduce the risk involved in China trade financing.
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1. Def inition of Project Financing
A 'pure' project financing involves lending when the
sole source of future debt service is the cash flow
attributable to the project itself, totally without
recourse to the project's sponsors-- those involved in
an entrepreneurial and ownership capacity, such as major
petroleum and mining companies. Such financing would not
in any way appear on sponsor's balance sheets, and would
have no impact on the financial creditworthiness of
sponsor. Therefore, lender will consider only the cash
flow and earnings of that economic unit and the assets of
the economic unit as collateral for the loan. The cash
flow and earnings would be the source of fund from which a
loan will be repaid. The lenders would carry a large
share of the commercial and political risk involved in the
project,
2. How to finance a project
Most foreign banks will do project financing in China.
As China would need much foreign investment in different
projects and project financing is a sophisticated product,
only large and global banks can have ability to handle
project financing and have competitive advantages in this
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field compared with domestic local banks in China and
those small banks.
The whole financing project procedures are shown in


















Provide loan and do
follow up and control activities
END
In the initial stage, the bank has to acquire enough
information to justify whether the project fulfill the
following requirements:
a. The project must be technically and economically
feasible,
b. The cycle of repayment of the project should be as
soon as possible.
c. For operating enterprise, it is necessary to have
stable financial income or revenue from production.
d. The management of the enterprise should be
satisfactory and its leadership should be competent and
trustworthy.
e. There are adequate guarantees to ensure the repayment
of the credit funds in case of failure in business.
2.1 Procedures:
2.1.1 Acquire information
The bank has to check the information provided by
parties, the financial strength of different parties, and
evaluate the viability of the project. If the information
provided is not enough, the bank has to contact the owner
of the business unit again. Usually, the information
provided by China party is not enough, the bank has to
3etermine by the common sense. It is unrealistic to
expect those published information like U.S.A or U.K. We
analyze those projects based on common knowledge and
2onsider the availiability of foreign exchange to pay
iebt. (1) In addition, from personal interview, Mr Lam,
3hina division manager of Nederlandsche Middenstandsbank
Ltd., said, Most information in China is said to be
onfidential. Those acquired information may be against
he law. People with the same title may have different
ower and different information about the development of
its region. You have to justify the reliability of
nformation and determine which one will understand more
f the situation. Usually, China party only tells the
ank about the business nature and does not provide any
inancial figure. Mr Kwok, manager of China division in
ETA, said, Sometimes, the foreign party would like to
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exploit the interest of China party. The only way to
acquire valuable information is to have field study. The
information required is very rough. We usually check which
government body the China borrowing institution belongs
to. We check the scope of business and cannot check the
profitabiltiy performance and earning capability. As some
institutions are set up for a short time and there is no
much information available. This is the reason why many
bankers go into mainland China to investigate the real
situaiton. For those banks having offices in this
specific location may have competitive advantage in
getting valuable first hand information.
2.2 Structuring project financing
2.2.1 Setting up Vehicle Company
Bank may consider to set up particular form for a
vehicle company. Sometimes the investors have set up an
appropriate and acceptable form. All project lending is
channelled through the vehicle company. The sponsors would
be the principal shareholders of the vehicle company and
the vehicle company cannot be construed for legal and
accounting purposes as a subsidiary.
Vehicle companies may be in the form of a seperate
corporate entity, partnership construction trust, or
contractual joint venture. Banks would consider the
following factors in structuring a vehicle company:
(i) The availability of tinanclal and numan
resources.
55(ii) Risk sharing method.
(iii) Economies of scale.
(iv) Complementary of the capabilities of sponsors.
(v) The country where the project is located demands
a joint venture with local interests.
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Tvni ral Structure of a Contractual Joint_ Venture
From fig.1, Chinese partner provides land and foreign
partner provides capital. All profits and funds would
inject in the Escrow Account. Those profits after debt
service would be drawn from the Escrow account and are
distributed to Chinese Partner and Foreign Partner. As
there is no mortgage law in China, guarantor is important
57for lenders.
2.2.2 Unique service of advisor, commercial bank
Once the vehicle company has been established, the
financing of a project can be "engineered", taking into
acccount of the risks involved, the various prospective
sources of financing, accounting and tax regulations, the
possibility of recourse to the various parties involved,
the different entities having an interest in the project,
and similar factors. This may be assigned to a "financial
advisor, possibly an investment or merchant bank but more
likely a major commercial bank that can also take a
significant participation in the eventual lending. The
advisor", commercial bank must have the necessary technical
expertise, contacts, track-record, and innovative thinking
necessary to pack together highly complex financial
undertakings, each of which tend to have unique
characteristic. The advisor must pay careful attention to
potential sources of finance worldwide, opportunities for
laying off risks and achieving leverage targets,
identification of contingencies, foreign exchange aspects,
and related facets of the deal, all designed to minimize
the cost and exposure to the risk on the project. They
also have to consider the repayment schedules and help the
sponsors to develop financial strategy. The banks would
charge certain advising fee.
2.2.3 Choose the right project financing option
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(i) Sponsor loans-- Loans and advances may be made by the
sponsor -owners of the company.
In China, those contractual joint venture sponsors
are China parties.( As stated in contractual joint
venture agreement, China party will be the owner of the
project after several years operation.) China party will
not have enough foreign exchange and will not provide any
loan in contractual agreement. For equity joint venture,
the China parties also cannot provide loan. The aim of
joint venture is to absorb foreign cash not to provide
loan. There are only few foreign owned companies in China.
Most project are taken place in China and sponsored by
China parties. They are unwilling to provide loan. The
probability of using sponsor loan is very low.
i)Supplier Credits
For those projects involved are highly
capital-intensive, a great part of the overall cost will
tend to involve machinery and equipment-- drilling
platforms, steel pipe, draglines, pumps, engines and
compressors, communications equipment, and the like. A
variety of countries have suppliers who are in a position
to provide the needed equipment on highly competitive
terms, and the government tend to vigorously promote such
exports. Suppliers- credit would be provided by government
export credit agencies or by banks under government credit
subsidiaries. Therefore, lenders can get concessionary
terms include long maturities and fixed interest rates
well below market levels and attractive insurance. As
China party would look for low price, suppliers' credit
could meet the need and easily be accepted. Banks also can
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provide preferential rate if the if they y granted a piece of
export credit package. As China would prefer more
investment in industrial project, this kinds of project
would need much capital equipment and service. This will
initiate development for suppliers' credit. Even though
China party would prefer the investor to use local made
equipment, those required imported equipment for
industrial project like oil, coal project is still large.
For example, Guangdong Float Glass Co. is providing a
syndicated loan to construct and develop a plate glass
factory in Shekou while an Italian trade finance firm
absorbs fluctuation of interest rate in importing those
equipment from Italy to China. (2)
(III)Customer Credits
If a project is specifically designed to provide
raw materials or energy to a particular customer, this may
also be an attractive source of financing. The customers
will finance a part of the project in order to guarantee
the supply of particular resources. But it is not common
in China. Export-Import Bank of Japan will provide export
2redit to certain coal field. (See Appendix 4a) In
addition, oil and coal are not scarce resources,the
customer need not provide credit to assure reliable
supplies.
(iv) Lease financing
Another potential useful source of project finance
is leasing which may have important legal, tax and
accounting advantages. A leasing company (perhaps bank
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owned) typically holds title to mobile equipments used onU
a project, claims depreciation for tax purposes and leases
it to the project operator, who in turn may be able to
claim lease payments as tax deductible. Because of the
shortage of foreign currency in China, China would lease
the equipment rather than buying. But in China, there is
no specific regulation to protect the rights of lessor
and the title is usually not in the hand of lessor. It is
difficult to get back those leased equipment, the leasing
company would use guarantor method and negotiate with
China parties about the legal, tax and accounting
arrangement. This may increase the cost of lease
financing-
(v) Commercial bank loan
Lending by a commercial bank represents a critical
part of the typical project financing package, generally
in the short and medium maturites and priced on a
floating-rate basis. Bank loans are often arranged on a
syndicated basis. Successful bank financing depends in
part on the 'fit' between the term over which loans are
needed and the repayment requirement specified by lenders.
In China, the syndicated loan are provided in medium term
and at low interest rate. It is not the same as usual
practice in advanced countries. Appendix 4b will show
those syndicated loan in different project financing. The
interest rate is around 0.5% to 0.75% above Libor. The
year range from 7 to 10 years. For some projects, like the
construction of a glass bottling plant in Zhuhai special
zone, Crocker National Bank provides 2.5 year grace
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period. The terms provided are very low. The bank might
use this as a strategy to enter the China market.
(vi) Standby letter of credit
It is a kind of guaranty instruments that cover th
performance of contractors involved in construction an
related services. It can also be used to guarantee th
borrowers to pay debts in time. These can provide an
important source of security for project participants
since sizable progress payments are sometimes add ti
contractors and since contractor default could place
project's vehicle company and its sponsors in financia:
jeopardy. Under standby letter of credit, if the
contractor does not perform according to the requirements,
the bank will make payment and the contractor in turn if
obliged to make prompt reimbursement to the bank. Fron
Appendix 4, US $120m, 3 years (standby L/C) is providea
for Occidental Petroleum China in order to guarantee the
performance of contractor in Antanbao Surface Coal mine
project. In China, many investors complain the poor
performance of contractor in the project. Standby L/C is a
good way to reduce risk for the sponsor.
(vii) Co-financing
Project financing ventures, particularly large ones
in developing countries that exceed conventional financing
capabilities, may be able to proceed under a co-financing
arrangement with international institutions, based on
agreements with the host-country government. Commercial
banks cannot compete with those concessionary financing.
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But concessionary financing is limited in certain kinds of
project like population control, education or uncommercial
type. (see Appendix 4) Although the markets are segmented,
the competition among commercial banks is very keen and
China parties are eager to seek the best terms.
Therefore, commercial banks can co-operate with some MNC
to provide low interest loan in order to establish a
favourable position in the market.
On the whole, financial packaging is the essence of
project financing. As a financial advisor in a project, a
bank is able to work closely with multiple parties
(sponsors, governments, international agencies, suppliers,
customers, other advisors guarantors). Advisors must
design a financial plan that can be presented to lenders
as a unified, consistent whole in order to minimise
disagreements, negotiations and delays. i.e. They will
design a financial package meeting the needs of different
parties given the financial resources available, the
risks, the options available for reducing the risk. Only
large global banks can attain different resources and
provide unique services in project. There is high entry
barrier to many banks. It is a kind of oligopolistic
market.
633.Experience of project financing in China
3.1 Those projects financed by concessional financing
are different from those projects financed by syndicated
loan. Appendix 4b will show those financial projects from
Nov. 84 to mid Dec. 85. From those signed syndicated loan,
there are 6 hotel projects, 1 manufacturing plant and 1
general funding project. 6 of eight projects are financed
by US dollars, one is financed by H.K. dollar and one is
financed by Yen. The range of the loan amount is about
US$10m-- 39m, H.K $29m, Yen 10.2b. The year ranged from
7 to 10 years, the interest rate is about 0.5% to 0.75%
above Libor. The major type of project is hotel. The loan
is medium term and low interest rate. Appendix 4c shows
those concessionary finance from Mid Feb. to Mid August,
1985. The projects are distributed as follows:













Source : Asia Trade Fi inance Magazine
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major types of projects are agricultural and
infrastructure projects. The size of loan ranged from
US$5M to US$235M and the year ranged from 20 to 50 years.
ompared with those project financed by syndicated loan,
the time and the size of concessionary loan are longer and
Larger,the interest rate is lower. Foreign banks will not
compete with those institutions like IDA, World Bank
CFC. They will be interested in those projects like hotel
quickly. which are considered to generate foreign exchange
luickly.
From the survey (see Table 1), foreign banks are active








* Source: The survey result
Initially, foreign investors invested a lot in building
hotels as they could earn foreign exchange quickly. But
from 1985, BOC refused to be guarantor of many projects
particulary hotel projects. Foreign investors had to
shift to invest more in industrial projects which got more
government support. So the number of industrial projects
increased quickly in these two years. In the future,
foreign banks will finance less hotel projects. Most
joint venture hotel projects normally get 70% guarantee
from China organisations and some may get just 49%
guarantee. Moreover, Beijing, in a move that further
emphasizes its economic priorities, has decided to
TABLE 1
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eliminate foreign partners from future hotel projects."(3)"
Even some banks would finance those non-joint venture
hotel projects if they are guaranteed by proper guarantor
organisations. But these loans would suffer from the
witholding tax (10%) and the risk level to fund total
local excercise projects will be higher. "It may be
difficult for banks to get out of money if there is no
overseas investor because of China's tough foreign
exchange regulation and closed economy." (3)
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3.2 Problems and Prospects-- A summary
As China parties would like to seek long term
low-interest rate financing, they would use one financial
plan provided by one bank to negotiate with other bank.
From the concept of the China party, they could not
understand the complexity of project financing and the
importance of planning. They do not know the cost of
detailed planning is lower than the uncertain cost of
delay or reorganization in the future. Usually they are
reluctant to pay high service fee. In addition,Cthe bank
has to acquire sufficient information in order to design a
good financial package. But the information provided is
rough as mentioned before Some banks would like to get
business in the competitive market and would emphasize to
quote best terms rather than to provide better service.
Most foreign banks concentrate on the following strategies
in project financing.
(i) Obtaining preferential export credit and other
financing from government such that the cost of financing
will be lowered.
(ii)Maximizing the average term of financing in order to
provide long term loan.
(iii)Minimizing the exchange rate fluctuation Dy naving a
particular arrangement on certain exchange rate.
(iv) Manacing the exposure to interest rate fluctuations,
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in the light of differential in pricing between fixed and
floating rate.
(v) Reducing cash flow before commissioning.
3.3 Criteria in project financing
From the survey (see table 2), the most 2 important











But from H.K. Bank interview, they would consider the
project itself and sometimes not consider the guarantor.
But sometimes they would consider the nature of project
rather its profitability. If the project is sponsored by
central government unit, the profit earned in the project
is not an important factor. They may finance the project
based on the strength of guarantor rather than on the
earning potential of the project. This may enhance the
relationship among the Chinese.Government units.
As there is no mortgage law and those projects are
taken place in China, most foreign banks would consider
the guarantor as vital. Even the project is feasible,
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they may refuse to take risk if the guarantee% from BOG
or from one of the 43 institutions which normally
guarantees joint venture project in China is low.
From the survey (Table 3), banks prefer direct
guarantee, i.e. the guarantor assumes the responsibility
to perform all obligations. In uncertain environment like
China, direct guarantee is the safest way. But sometimes
because of the difficulties in getting sufficient
guarantee, they can only get limited guarantee like the
previous case mentioned in hotel project. From Table 4,
they prefer the guaranter at higher level like central
government unit although there are other 31 authorised
financial instiutions assigned by the State Council as the
legally admitted guarantor.







* Direct guarantee-- Guarantor assumes the
responsibility to perform all the obligations of
guaranteed project.
** Complete guarantee-- Guarantor is responsible for
the completion of project in certain time period and
provides funds to pay all overcost overrun.
*** Limited guarantee-- Guarantor is only responsible
for certain amount of liabilities for a specified period.
****Contingent guarantee-- Guarantor is only responsible
for covering those remote or contingent risk.
Level of Government unit bank prefers as qualified
guarantor:
FrenuPnnv
Central government body 28
Province government body 17
Municipal government body 5
31 authorised financial
institutions by State





703.4 Project financing service chosen
From previous analysis, foreign banks are expected to
choose commercial loan mainly, supplier's credit and
co-financing arrangement with MNC are considered as
attractive services.
But from the survey (see Table 5), surprisingly
supplier's credit is not often used. The banks may do
co-financing directly with those MNC and do not directly
contact with the suppliers. Foreign investors will arrange
with the suppliers to financing. If the speculation is
right, banks would not have direct control on the source
of supplies and will affect the cash inflow in the
project. As the China parties always like to seek the
best terms and would not consider the importance of
planning services, the foreign banks do not try the best
to seek different credit from suppliers and rush to
provide low price services.
ModeMeanServices






One the whole, the survey snows tnaL Lnere is a
few problem loan cases. (see survey findings in Chapter
5) Only 3 banks had experienced problem loan cases and
handled by restructuring the loan. Most of foreign banks
just start the business in China market and many loans are
not up to payment period. It cannot show the control
nrn0AQc_ Tn addition. many banks would like to maintain
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good relationship with China government and would not like
to announce bad loan news even the cases happen," said by
Mr. Lam of Nederlandsche Middenstandsbank Ltd. from a
personal interview.
Sources:
(1) See interview of Midland Bank, China Manager, David
R.Easte Rbrook, Ming Pao August 28,1984.
(2) Business China December 19, 1985.




This chapter reports the results of a questionnaire
survey conducted in the fourth quarter of 1985 on the
subject of China trade financing and project financing of
foreign banks in H.K.
An 8-page, 27 items questionnaire was developed for
identifying the general practices, and the different
aspects of China trade and project financing.
Specificially, information was gathered on the following
aspects: the scope of activities, motives, number of
offices in China, the input processing and performance of
trade financing and project financing, and problems and
prospects of trade and project financing.
The questionnaire was pilot-tested and subsequently
revised. The revised copies were sent to all persons in
charge of China business in foreign banks. A follow-up
exercise was then conducted by telephone calls to remind
the respondents to return the questionnaire.
731. Findings
In the first round survey, 28 responses were obtained
out of the 106 questionnaires sent. For these 28
responses, 12 banks have representative offices in China
while 16 banks do not have representative offices in
China. Of these 16 banks, 9 banks only have a small amount
of trade financing business and thus there is no response
in the part of project financing. However, the absence of
R.O. in China may have a strong implication that these
banks are less involved in doing China business with
project finance in particular. In the second round survey,
58 questionnaires were sent to those banks having R.O.
only and later a follow-up exercise was conducted by
telephone calls. In the cover letter, those banks had
responded in the first round were requested not to reply.
Of the 58 questionnaire, 14 responses were obtained, i.e.
the total respondents were 42. The characteristics of
these respondents were shown as follow:






















The findings of the survey will be discussed in four
sections. Firstly, we will overview the research result.
Secondly, scrutiny will be on the contribution of R.O. to
foreign banks. The analysis is also done with the
following delineation: (a) the difference between banks
having R.O. and banks without R.O., (b) the difference
between banks having 1 R.U. and banks with 2 or more R.U.
Thirdly, we will examine the relationship between the
performance of trade financing and other factors including
types of currencies used, customer types, strategies and
the number of offices. Fourthly, we will also inspect the
relationship between the performance of project financing
and factors including information, negotiation process,
customer types, strategies, number of offices and
obstacles faced.
751.1 Overview of Research Result
1.1.1 Scope of activities
The major activites are import financing, export
financing and project financing. Over 70% of the
respondents involved in these three activities. (see table
2) As China's business environment is new to many foreign
banks, they would take part in those activities which they
are well experienced. Although trade and project
financing requires some modification, it is not a totally
innovative product and there is increasing demand of these



















1.1.2 Motives in entering China market
The major motives are to develop new business, develop
relationship with China government, serve existing parent
country customers and have net profit contribution to
bank. Only a few of them would like to increase their
market share. Most of them are in the stage of
establishing a position in China rather than in expanding
its market share. (see table 3)
No. of banks
value most
Motives Mean Mode important
Develop new business 2.42 1 12
Serve existing parent
country customer 2.97 1 8
Develop China govt.
relat. not particularly
1 102.86for short term profits
Net profit contribution
to bank 82.79 1,2,3
2Inrease market share 4.45 5
Meet the competition
04.80 6of other banks
TABLE 3
There are certain degrees of differences in the motives
of different banks of origin. Table 4 will show how
different banks of origin rank which factor as the most
important.
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Japanese banks would stress on developing relationship
with China government and enterprise, developing new
business or serving existing parent country customers.
They are less motivated by short term profits. This may be
the reason why they set up many offices in different
locations.
Similarly, 2 respondents of French banks also emphasize
on developing relationship with China government and
enterprise. So Japanese banks and 5 big French banks
continuously extend thier network. 2 U.S. banks stress on
net profit contribution to the bank. They consider more
profit return in certain period compared with Japanese
banks.
For banks of H.K. origin, they are seperated into
2 groups. For those small banks, their financial strength
is weak and they are not willing to have long term
investment in China. They only involve in a little amount
of trade financing activities and would like to have short
term profit in China business. For those large banks
having offices in China, they would stress on developing
new business or developing relationship with China
government. For those banks of the Philipines, India,
Singapore and the Middle East, they would not stress on
market share or profit. They may treat their activities as
a kind of relationship between their customers and China
parties.
78Number of Banks of different country origin
Motives which European Far East
rank the most (U.K+ (Philipines,
important France+ India,
Germany) Singapore)
Japan H.K. U.S. Mid. East
Net profit
contribution 0 23 2 0
Serve existing
parent country





2profits 3 0 1 2
Develop new
business 2 23 0 3
Increase
market share 2 00 0
Total 2 9 56 8
TABLE 4
1.1.3 Performance in trade financing and project
financing
From Table 5, only a few of resondents (11.9%) of
banks whose return on China trade financing is higher than
those in H.K. About one third of them (35.7%) whose
return on China trade finance is higher than those in H.K.
From Table 6, only 8 respondents (about 20%) whose return
on China project financing are higher than or same as the
average H.K. project financing. Comparatively speaking,
the performance on China project financing is worse than
China trade financing. The required informations and the
commited resources in project financing are much higher
than that in trade financing. Foreign banks may face more




the market is highly competitive, foreign banks cannot
charge higher price to cover the increasing amount of
cost. It results in lower return.
Return on China trade
finance higher than
0those in H.K. Freq, 0
No 16 38.1
Yes 5 11.9
About the same 15 35.7
TABLE 5
Return on China project
financing higher than
Freq.those in H.K. 0
No 24 75.0
Yes 2 6.2
About the same 18.86
TABLE 6
1.1.4 Future outlook
Although their performance is not very good, most
of them expect the profits in China business will increase
and the trend of business with China enterprise will
increase.
Table 7 shows that 73.8% of respondents expect the
profits in China business will increase in the coming
three years.
Table 8 shows that 87.9% expect that the trend of
business with China enterprise will increase in the coming
three years.






80Future trend of business with
China enterprise in the coming
%3 years Freq. 0
Increasing 29 87.9
Same 1 3.0




1.2.1. Difference between banks having R.O.s and no R.O.
i) Scope of activities
Activities no R.O. have R. 0.
Freq.% Freq.%
Exports financing 12 75 22 84.6
(exports from China)
Imports financing 20 76.913 81.3
(imports in China)
Project financing 24 92.37 43.8
Syndicated loans with
19 73.1BOC Group 2 12.5
Setting up financial ins
7with China organization 26.91 6.3
Doing joint venture
10 38.56.3businesses in China 1




The major activities are imports and exports
financing and project financing. Banks without R.O. would
mainly do trade financing. Banks having R.U. could be
involved more activities with China. The percentage of
banks that offer trade financing is similar in the two
groups. Compared with other activities, trade financing
does not require too much interaction with China parties
and information. Those banks without R.O. are capable of
doing trade financing. But for activities like project
financing, syndicated loans with BOC group, leasing,
investment and consultancy, doing joint venture business
in China, and setting up financial institutions with China
organizations, lots of expertise and connections with
local institutions are needed. Even though some
activities may be done offshore, typical China businesses
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need first hand internal information or intimate
relationship with different organizations. Their R.O.
would enable them to collect information and to foster
close relationship with important or or relevant Chinese
officials. Moreover, those banks having R.O. would have
strong interest in long term investment as the operating
cost for a R.O. is very high and it takes a long time to
develop good connection with China officials and generate
profitable information. They may set a long term payback
period. In order to share the cost of investment in R.O.,
they would like to take part in more activities that they
are well experienced in developed countries. Those
activites are like project financing, syndicated loan and
leasing,..., etc. From Table 8,% of respondents having
R.O. involve in project financing is higher than that in
trade financing. (92.3% vs 84.6%) Foreign banks having
R.O.s can collect information and manage project
financing. The market size for project financing is larger
than trade financing. Now only a few banks having branches
can do trade financing for their foreign customers
directly without going through the Bank of China (BOC)
Group in mainland China. Most trade financing activities
are dominated by BOC group. The management expertise in
project financing cannot be easily imitated by BOC and
foreign banks can directly deal with foreign investors in
project financing. Those large. merchant bank like Bankers
Trust Asia Bank Ltd. only do project financing but not
trade financing.
ii) Volume of project financing vs trade financing
83Volume of project no R.O. have R.O. Total
financing higher. Freq.% Freq%Freq.%
than trade financing
No 6 75 12 52.2 18 58.1
Ye s 2 43.525 10 12 38.7
About the same 0 10 1 3.2
TABLE 10
Banks having R.O. would do more project financing.
Half of the respondents does more project financing than
trade financing. The rationale behind is mentioned in the
previous section. They would like to do more project
financing in order to get more profit in that product as
the uniqueness requirement in project financing is much
higher than trade financing.
iii) Kinds of project
have R.O. totalno R.O.
Freq.Freq. %Freq.%Major kinds of project
2421 80.83 18.8Hotel project
1413 50.06.31Energy project
77 26.90.00Infrastructure project
2315 57.58 50.0Industrial project
43 11.56.31Agricultural project
98 30.86.3Transportation nroiect 1
TABLE 11
The major types of project are hotel and industrial
projects. Banks having R.O. would do more project
financing and involve more varieties of projects. Hotel
project has a large number of share followed by industrial
project, energy project, transportation project,
infrastructure project and agricultural project. Hotel,
industrial and energy projects are also the major types of
projects that foreign investors favour. In China, most
foreign investors initially invested in hotel as the
revenue collected was in terms of foreign exchange.
Later, the Chinese Government encouraged more investors to
4.3
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take part in industrial and energy project as there was
oversupply of hotels in some area like Guangzhou and
Shenzhen. In addition, industrial project is becoming
more attractive than hotel project as it gets more support
from the Chinese government like the% of guarantee
provided in industrial project is higher than that in
hotel project, the investment amount may be smaller and
the payback period may be shorter. For some industrial
projects, the export market has been arranged by investors
and its foreign exchange earnings can be ensured. The
growth of tourism will determine the earnings of hotel and
it is difficult to control the flow of tourists. Banks
have to do long term forcasting about the cash flow
situation in hotel project financing. This is evidenced
by the fact that banks having experience in China hotel
project still would like to diversify into another
potential sector-- industrial projects. Those banks
without R.O. may be lat comer in the China market and
would involve in a growing sector-- industrial project
rather than in a saturated sector-- hotel projects. On
the whole, banks without R.O. are more inactive and take
part in less varieties of projects.
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iv) Varieties of customer
a) Customers served in trade financing




country cust. 20 77.09 56.3 29 69.0
Overseas Chinese 18.8 8 11 26.23 30.8
H.K. Macau
compatriots 24 57.110 14 53.962.5
5Foreign companies 31.3 9 34.6 14 33.3
Joint venture
busi. orgn. 4 25.0 15 19 45.257.7
TABLE 12
For trade financing activities, the major types of
customers are parent country existing customer, H.K.
Macau compatriots. Because of the popularity of back to
back L/Cs, banks may have to serve H.K. firms and
existing parent country customers together in one
transaction.
Compared with these 2 groups, banks having R.O. would
have a large varieties of customers. As they would do
more project financing (see table 9), the projects are
usually of joint venture type. Trade financing for those
imported equipments would be arranged in project
financing. This is why they have a higher percentage of
joint venture customers.
86b) Major borrowers in project financing
Major borrowers no R. 0. have R.U. total
Freq.%Freq.% % Freq.%
Legally admitted
18.8China orgn. 3 16 61.5 19 45.2
Subsidiaries of
China institutions
in H.K. 1 6.3 16 61.5 17 40.5
Foreign investors 112 12.5 42.3 13 30.1
Overseas Chinese
investors 0 0.0 10 38.5 10 23.8
Hong Kong investors 69.25 31.3 18 23 54.5
TABLE 13
The major borrowers are Hong Kong investors. From
the total foreign investment in China, the number of H.K.
investors are the largest. As most projects are joint
venture type, the borrowers will include China party and
foreign party like H.K. or foreign investors. Banks
having R.O.s would have wider varieties of borrowers as
they have taken part in different businesses (as shown in
Table 10).
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For those banks without R.O., the most important
motive is to serve existing parent country customers. The
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second one is to develop new businesses and the third one
is to develop Chinese Government relationship and do not
aim particularly at short term profits.
For those banks having R.O., the most important
objective is to develop new businesses, develop Chinese
Government relationship and do not aim particularly at
short term profits, and net profit contribution to bank.
Both groups would emphasize to develop new businesses
and China Government relationship.
vi) Strategies in trade and project financing
Totalhave R.O.Strategies in no R.O.
















Strategies in no R.O. have R. 0. Total





their needs 2.38 1 2.76 4,3 2.83
Ability to
quote best terms 2.38 1,4 2.64 1 2.48
Offer unique
product
and services 3.00 1 2.23 1 2.77
Provide correct
speedy
information 243.00 3.17 3.03
Large office/branc
5network in China 4.67 4.365
valid case 6- 8 21- 23
TABLE l6
From Table 14,15 and 16, banks without R.O. would
like to take a defensive approach. The major motive in
China business is to keep existing customers in H.K. and
in their parent countries. They mainly do trade
financing. The major customers in trade financing are
existing parent country customers and H.K. Macau
compatriots (see Table 11). In trade financing
strategies, they put more emphasis on large, loyal
customer base coupled with knowledge of their needs. They
may just follow the customers in doing trade financing.
They would not invest in establishing any R.O. in China
but try to limit the scope of activities to serve a
particular segment of the market or a particular group of
customers. Although they do a little project financing,
their strategies are also limited to serve large, loyal
customer and to quote the best terms.
Banks having R.O. would like to adopt an aggressive
5
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approach. They would like to develop new business and
increase the profits. They take part in wider scope of
activities. In trade financing, although parent country
customers are the major customers, they would emphasize on
quoting the best terms. As the procedures of trade
financing are more standardised than project financing,
they would use price competition. For project financing,
they would emphasize on offering unique products and
services like design particular vehicle companies and
particular mix of finance options.
on the whole, the development of foreign banks in China
can be classified into three stages.
In the initial stage, banks would not set up any
offices in China and they just follow the path of their
existing customers. They are passive and are motivated by
keeping their existing customers.
In the second stage, they are more aggressive and are
motivated by developing new business and setting up long
term government relationship and do not aim at short term
profits. They set up offices like correspondent offices
or representative offices in order to get first hand
internal information and to establish connection network.
In the third stage, they would like to upgrade their
offices to branches and would like to participate in
profit making business. They prefer to do more local
business. Their major motive in this stage is to have net
profit contribution.
vii) Performance in trade and project financing
(a) Performance in Trade financing
90Return on China trade fin. no R.O. have R. 0.
higher than H.K. trade fin. Freq. Fre.%
No 8 57.1 8 36.4
Ye s 0 0 5 22.7
About the same 42.9 9 40.9
TABLE 17
Banks having R.O. have better performance (the total
percentage for 'Yes' and 'About the same' are about 63.6%,
but for banks without R.O., the total percentage is about
42.9%). They may have large volume of business as they
have large varieties of customers. They may enjoy
economies of scale and diversification of risk.
(b) Performance in Project financing
Present rate of return
on China project
financing higher no R. 0. have R.O.
than that of the average
H.K. project financing Freq. Freq.% %
No 6 75.0 18 75.0
Ye s 0 0 2 8.3
About the same 2 25.0 4 16.7
TABLE 18
For the groups having R.U., the percentage of 'Yes'
and 'About the same' are 25.0% and are same as another
group. It is surprising that both groups have the same
response. Banks with R.O. are expected to have higher
return as they can develop unique services based on the
information collected from R.O. It may be due to the
typical China environment and the accounting process of
those banks without offices. In China, many global banks
would like to enter the market by quoting the best terms
even if they do the business at a loss. They may view the
loss as a kind of investment in future business and in
their reputation capital. Those banks with R.O. would aim
6
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at long term profits and would like to lower their price.
On the other hand, those banks without R.O. are not active
in project financing and would not specifically allocate
the cost on China business. For example, the personnel
stationed in H.K. may handle China projects and H.K.
projects together. They may neglect the cost of the H.K.
personnel responsible for China projects. This would
cause a higher return on China projects. For those banks
having R.O., the performance on project financing is much
worse than that of trade financing. The percentage of
'No' respondents on project financing is much higher than
trade financing (e.g. 75% on project financing versus
36.4% on trade financing). It may be due to the
complicated process of project financing as it involves
much uncertainty in cash flow, longer payback period and
more price competition among global banks. Although there
is price competition in trade financing, foreign banks are
seemed to be willing to suffer more loss in project
financing. Compared with trade financing, project
financing is a better tool to enter into China market as
the involvement of China parties in project financing is
much greater than China trade financing.
92viii) Future Outlook
(a) Future trend of the
profitability of China business no R.O. have R. 0.
in the coming three years Freq. % Freq. %
Do not know 3 18.8 1 4.0
Same 4 25.0 3 11.5
Increasing 9 56.0 22 84.6
Decreasing 00 0
TABLE 19
(b) Future trend of business
with China enterprise in project no R.U. have R.O.
fin. in the coming three years Freq. % Freq. %
Do not know 0 0 2 8.0
Same 1 12.5 0 0
Increasing 6 75.0 23 92.0
Decreasing 1 12.5 0 0
TABLE 20
From table 19 20, it shows that banks with R.O.
will have more optimistic outlook in the future trend of
profitability and future trend of business. As they have
more understanding about China business environment, they




On the whole, there are differences between these twc
groups. Those banks having R.O.s would tend to have wider
scope of activities, greater varieties of customers ii
trade financing and project financing, more aggressivE
motives and strategies in trade financing and project
financing, better performance in trade financing and
project financing and have a more positive outlook. It is
questionable whether the difference is due to the bank
itself or the contribution of representative office. It
is because that those banks having R.O. are large and
global one, they may manage their activities more
effectively and may have the ability to engage in wider
scope of activities. However, R.U. may help them to
expand their activities and improve their performance.
1.2.2 Differences between those banks having one R.O.
and those having more than one R.0
Setting up one R.O. in Beijing may be sufficient
as Beijing is the most important political and commercial
certre in China. It is questionable why some foreign banks
set up more R.O. in area other than Beijing. What are the
differences between those banks having one R.O. and those




1 R.O. one R.0
Rank the most
important objective Freq.% Freq.%
1. Net profit
contribution to
the bank 3 25.0 2 14.3
2. Serve existing
parent country
customers of the bk. 1 8.3 1 7.1
3. Meet competition
of other banks
4. Develop new busi. /
5 41.7 5 35.7
5. Increase market





3 25.0 4 28.6term profits
TABLE 21
Table 21 shows the distribution of banks that give
the most weight to various objectives. It shows that the
major objectives of both group are similar. They would
like to develop new business, establish good relationship
with Chinese government and do not aim at short term
profits. But banks with more than one R.O. are less profit
conscious and more aggressive to increase market share.
14.3% of banks having more than one R.O. rank net profit
contribution as the most important objective while 25.0%
of banks having one R.O. rank this factor as the most
important one. 14.3% of banks having more than one R.00
rank increasing market share as the most important
objective while none of respondents in the other group
rank this as the most important. This demonstrates that
more aggressive banks tend to establish more R.O.
customer of the bk.
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(b) Strategies
(i) Stategies in trade financing
more than
1 R.O. one R.U.
Rank the most important
strategy in Trade fin. Freq.% Freq.%
I.. Large loyal customer
base coupled with
knowledge of their needs 5 50 4 28.6
2. Ability to quote the
best terms 5 50 5 35.7
3. Offer unique products
and services 0 0 3 21.4
4. Provide correct and
speedy information 0 0 1 7.1
5. Have large office/
branch network in China 0 0 1 7.1
TABLE 22
Table 22 shows the differences in strategies of trade
financing. 50% of the banks having one R.O. rank having
large loyal customer base as the most important strategy
while 50% of the banks in the same group rank quoting the
best terms as the most important one. They concentrate on
these two strategies. But those banks with more than one
office would have more diversified strategies. 35.7%
rank quoting the best terms as the most important one,
28.6% rank having large loyal customer base as the most
important, 21.4% rank offering unique products and
services as the most important one. Comparing with another
group, those banks with more than one office would stress
more on providing unique products and services. For
example, they can provide more correct speedy
information to the customers in trade financing and
suggest them to import or to export particular products in
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different periods. This service is important to they
traders as they cannot understand the Chinese environment
very well. For example, H.K. Bank try to use guarantor
method instead of using L/C method in order to speed up
the process and reduce the problems caused by China
parties. (The details are described in Chapter 3)
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(ii) Strategies in project financing
more than




strategies in project fin. Freq. Freq.
1. Large, loyal customer
base coupled with
knowledge of their needs 4 30.8 3 17.6
2. Ability to quote the
best terms 3 23.1 4 30.8
3. Offer unique products
and services 4 30.8 5 38.5
4. Provide correct and
speedy information 0 0.0 1 7.8
5. Have large office
network in China 2 15.4 0 0
TABLE 23
Table 23 shows the differences in strategies of project
financing. Banks having one office would concentrate on
having a large loyal customer base, and offering unique
products and services. But banks with more than one office
would stress on offering unique products and services, and
quoting the best terms. 23.1% of banks having one R.O.
rank quoting the best terms as the most important strategy
while 30.8% of banks having more than one R.O. rank this
as the most important one. From the finding in Table 21,
banks having one R.O. are more profit conscious. It shows
that less banks having one R.O. would stress on quoting
the best terms. For another groups, they may like to
exert its market power through market dominance in the
future. At this stage, they set up offices in different
area and quoting best term strategy to enter the market
first. This strategy can increase the entry barrier for
those banks which concern more about short term profits.
They expect to have more project financing business as
they can earn more profit from those services which
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require greater degree of uniqueness. But at the present$
stage, their performance in trade financing and project
financing is not better than those banks with only one
office.
(c) Performance
Table 24 shows that both groups have similar return in
trade financing. The% of 'Yes' respondents in group
having one offices is higher than that of another group.
It may be due to the lower operating cost as the number of
off ices is less,
(i) Performance in trade financing
more than
Return in China l R.O. 1 R.O. Total
trade fin. is
better than in H.K. Freq.% Freq.% Freq.
No 83 37.5 5 38.5
4Yes 7.713 37.5
About the same 2 25.0 7 53.9 9
TABLE 24
99(ii) Performance in project financing
Return in China
project fin. is better 1 R.O. 1 R.O. Total
ci,than that in H.K. Freq.Freq. 0 10 Freq.
No 7 70.0 11 78.6 18
Ye s 2 20.0 0 0 2
About the same A1 10.0 3 21.4
TABLE 25
Table 25 shows the number of banks having return in
project financing for China is better than that in H.K.
78.6% of banks having more than one office reply 'No'
while 70.0% of banks having one office reply 'No'. As
project is location specific and requires a lot of local
information. It is suprising that banks with more offices
cannot have better performance as they have more
competitive advantages in China. It may be due to the
lower operating cost of banks having one R.O. and its
profit consci. -.ous motive. Although they expand the
offices in those area like Shenzhen, Shanghai, Dalin, they
may still face a lot of obstacles in developing project.
The longest history of those offices in area other than
Beijing may be just three years. Their offices may be in
the stage of developing relationship and collecting
information and is still not succeed to bring more project
business.
(iii) Volume of project financing against
trade financing
more than
1 R.O.1 R.O.Volume of project fin.
busi. higher than Q Totalthat of trade fin Freq.Freq.
127 50.05 60.0No





Table 26 shows the number of banks whose volume of
project financing buisness is higher, that of trade
financing. The% of 'Yes' respondents in those banks
having one more offices is a little bit higher than that
of another group. It is expected that those banks having
more offices would be able to do more local specific
business like project finacing so that they can fully
uitilise the functions of offices in different area. But at
the present stage, those banks still cannot develop much
project financing and the result is that there is not much




On the whole, foreign banks are limited to particular
scope of business. They are highly competitive it
non-local business. The entry barrier for foreign bank
in China business is high as it is difficult for foreigr
banks to approach different China officials and build up
Foreign parties is also strict. According to the theory
nentioned in Chapter 1, banks can earn oligopolistic
profit in a market with high entry barrier and great
:ontrol. Are foreign banks motivated by profits? From the
Survey, they are usually motivated by serving existing
2ustomers and developing relationship with Chinese
overnment and also developing new business (see Table
14). The survey results show that foreign banks with
)ffices have better performance in trade financing. But
those banks having offices cannot earn any oligopolistic
profits. Most of their return from this activity may be
just the same as that in H.K. For trade financing (see
Table 17), 'Same' group accounts for 40.9%, 'Yes' group
accounts for 22.7%, 'No' group accounts for 36.4%, i.e.
36.4% of banks have worse return than that in H.K. For
project financing (see Table 18), 'Same' group accounts
[or 16.7%, 'Yes' group accounts for 8.3%, 'No' group
accounts for 75%, i.e. 75% of banks having offices have
worse return than that in H.K. As H.K. is said to be a
Highly competitive market, the return in China is higher
than that in H.K. is said to be oligopolistic.
In trade financing, only 22.7% of banks having
appropriate relationship. The control of China parties or
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offices can earn return higher than that in H.K. For
project financing, only 8.3% of banks having offices can
earn oligopolistic profits. But the figure is too small
to justify that banks with offices in China can earn
oligopolistic profits. Actually, most of the banks having
offices only have the same or worse return as what they
earned from their H.K. operations. Moreover, from the
survey, banks having 2 or more offices will not have
better performance than those banks with one office.
Having office in China will help banks to develop new
business and set up relationship with the Chinese
Government. But it is not true that more and more offices
in China will result in earning more and and more profits
at the present stage. As most banks like Japanese banks
are looking for long term profits, they would prefer
setting up more offices to establishing good relationships
with Chinese officials. So the present performance cannot
confirm the hypothesis that a bank with more
representative offices or branches in China can earn more
oligopolistic profits. An office in China cannot help the
banks to earn oligopolistic profits as banks are limited
to compete in a foreign market segment. As more and more
global banks enter this segment, the market will become
more and more competitive. If the banks are allowed to do
local business and compete with indigenous banks like Bank
of China, they would work in a imperfect competitive
market and enjoy oligopolistic profits as the theory
predicted. At the present stage, those indigenous banks
enjoy much competive advantage due to legal protection.
The local market is like the theory mentioned in Chapter
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1, there is much entry barrier and imperfect competition.
Therefore, once the foreign banks can enter into this
local market, the theory can be applied.
1.3 Relationship between the performance in tradE
financing and the factor market-- currency used,
customers served and the competitive strategies.
Table 27, 28, 29 and 30 shows the relationship
between the performance of banks to the factor market and
the number of offices in China. Only 4 banks' present
rate of return on China trade financing is greater than
H.K. trade financing, i.e. there is low percentage
(11.76%) of banks earning oligopolistic profits.
1.3.1 Relationship between the performance and the
number of offices,
Table 27 shows the distribution of the number of
representative offices and the number of branches among
three groups. 2 banks with 2 branches reply that the
return is same as in H.K., 1 bank with 1 branch replies
'No', and 1 bank with 1 branch replies 'Yes'. It shows
that there is no specific relationship between the number
of branches and the return. From the previous discussion,
banks having R.O. have better performance in trade
financing than banks without R.O. But those banks with
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many offices have similar return as other banks with only
one office. Banks with many offices still cannot fully
utilise their offices to develop many business in order to
cover their cost. In Chapter 1, there is a basic
assumption that banks with more offices and branches can
have more competitive advantages and enjoy quasi-rent. The
operational definition of legal regulation and market
imperfection is the number of offices owned. But now it
proves that the performance is not related to number of
offices. Actually, they are working in a highly
competitive environment.
Pert omance in Trade financing
Return in China trade financing is higher






Number of rep. offices
2 25.09 52.96 46.20








1.3.2 Relationship between performance
and currency use
Return on China trade financing higher
than that on H.K. trade financing
About the same No Yes Total
Currency
Freq.%* Freq.%* Freq.%* Freq.%*
US$ 7 53.8 12 70.6 3 75.0 22 64.7
US$+HK$ 3 23.1 0 0.0 1 25.0 4 11.8
HK$ 1 7.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 2.9
HK$+US$+Yen 0 0.0 3 17.6 0 0.0 3 8.8
Rmb+US$+HK$ 0 0.0 1 5.9 0 0.0 1 2.9
DM+US$ 1 7.7 1 5.9 0 0.0 2 5.9
Pound 1 7.7 0.0 0 10.0 2.9
TABLE 28
percentage of banks that use the respective currency
in trade financing
From Table 28, the major currency used is U.S. dollar
which is widely accepted in the international trade as a
Settlement currency. 3 banks in the 'No' respondent group
ise currency in 'Yen+HK$+US$' while other groups do not
ise. Their performance does not seem due to the currency
ised but the policy of Japanese banks are guessed to use
lost driver strategy and charge lower price than their
competitors. Thus it results in lower return.
Cost driver strategy means use lower price method to
establish a market position in the whole industry.
0
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1.3.3 Relationship between performance and
customer serve4
'Same' 'Yes'' No'
%Frees. %Customers served: Freq. Freq.
Parent country existing
customers 10 76.9 14 82.4 2 50.0
Overseas Chinese 5 38.5 4 23.5 1 25.0
H.K. Macau compatriots 8 61.5 11 64.7 2 50.0
Foreign companies 5 38.5 9 52.9 1 25.0
10 7Joint venture business 76.9 41.2 3 75.0
TABLE 29
From Table 29, more than 50% of banks in all three
groups serve their parent country existing customers and
H.K. Macau compatriots. But the 'Same' respondent grout
and the 'Yes' respondent group have higher % (about 75%)
of joint venture business customer, but the 'No'
respondent have lower% (about 40%) of joint venturE
business customer. It is questionable how joint venturE
business customers could improve their earnings. Parent
country customers, H.K. Macau compatriots and joint
venture customers can set up long term relationship
between banks and the banks can have stable sources of
business. But compared with other customers served, joint
venture customer is the only one type of customer
involving China parties. Because of the participation of
China party, the risk in trade financing may be lowered.
For example, any problems arise in the financing process,
the bank can contact the relevant China parties easily.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are much problems
encountered due to the poor practice of the China parties.
Usually the banks lose control if they cannot contact
China party directly and only accept in case any deferred
%
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payment passively. Moreover, a bank that is involved in
project financing would arrange trade financing. The
customers in project financing are usually joint venture
types.
In designing a project financing, a bank has to
contact the importers and exporters first in order to
guarantee the stability of cash inflow for the whole
project. Bank has to understand the capability of
importers and exporters clearly. Therefore, the risk is
lower and the reliability of payment is higher. The cost
of financing trade to joint venture business customers is
lower and the return is better if the same price is
charged to different customers. Having greater% of joint
venture business organisation in the customer profile may
be the reason of banks having offices have better
performance. As discussed before, banks having R.O. would
do more project financing that those banks without R.O.
(see Table 16). Their project financing business may help
them to bring more joint venture business customers. From
Table 19, 57.7% of banks having offices serve joint
venture business customers while 25% of banks without
offices serve this type of customer. Setting up office in
China may help banks to develop project financing business
and in turn bring more trade financing business. At the
present stage, those banks with more than one office still
cannot do much project financing. (see Table 26) Only
42.9% of banks whose volume of project financing business
is higher than 'that of trade financing. This may be the
reason that their performance in trade financing is
similar to those banks with only one office.
1081.3.4 Relationship between performance
and competitive strategies.
'Same' 'No' 'Yes'Competitive strategies:
(ranked most important) Freq.% Freq.% Freq.%
Large, loyal
customer base 11 84.6 3 17.6 0 0.0
Ability to quote the best
terms 1 7.7 11 64.7 1 25.0
Offer unique products
and services 1 7.7 1 5.9 3 75.0
Provide correct and
speedy information 0 0.0 1 5.9 0 0.0
Have large office/
0branch network 0.00 0.0 1 5.9
TABLE 30
From Table 30, the 'Same' respondent group stress on
large and loyal customer base, the 'Yes' respondent group
stress on providing unique products and services, while
the 'No' respondent group stress on quoting the best
terms. Although 82.4% of banks in the 'No' respondent
group serve existing parent country customers. They do
not emphasize on loyal customer base strategy. Their size
of loyal customers may not be large or they think that
quoting the best terms is easier to attract customers. It
seems that providing unique products and services is a
good strategy to increase profit. 75.0% of 'Yes'
respondents rank offering unique products and services as
the most important strategy. If the banks would like to
develop unique services, they may invest a lot in
collecting information by setting up many offices. From
the previous discussion, banks with one office would
stress on loyal customer base and quoting best terms while
banks with more than one office would not only stress on
two things but also on unique product service strategy.
(see Table 22).
109(d) Summary
On the whole, banks should consider how to increase the
number of joint venture business customers. The
appropriate strategy is to have unique product and
services and to have large loyal customer base. The loyal
customers will continuously do trade financing business
with China and will bring a stable business to the bank.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, those unique services like
using guarantee method instead of L/C. But the banks have
to find a qualified guarantor and have a lot of
information to make judgement.
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1.4 Relationship between performance in project financing
and market structure, input and financing process.
Twenty-four banks replied that the return on China
project financing is lower than that of H.K. project
financing. Only 6 banks replied 'about the same' and only
2 banks replied 'Yes'. From Table 31, those banks having
branches and many representative offices in China are also
in the 'No' column. From the previous discussion, those
banks having offices have the same performance as banks
without offices. There is no relationship between the
performance and the number of branches and offices. Most
banks cannot earn any oligopolistic profits.
Return on China project fin.
higher than H.K. project fin.
Performance in Yes About the same No
project financing Freq.% Freq.% Freq.%
1. No. of R.O.:
7 30.42 33.300 0




1952. No. of branch: 0 2
201 0
212 0
246Total No. of banks: 2
TABLE 31
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1.4.1 Relationship between the performance and chosen
criteria, guarantor and guarantee.
In order to do comparison, 'Yes' and 'About the same'
espondents are grouped together. The total size of this
Troup is 8.
From Table 32, it shows that the criteria, in
choosing project for the 'No' respondent is less strict.
58.3% of banks consider the viability of project itself
while 87.5% of 'Yes+Same' respondents consider this
criteria as the most important one. Their loss may be due
to the lenient policy in financing projects. As some banks
do not have much experience in China project financing,
they would accept some projects based only on the support
of guarantors. But in China, some units do not know
clearly the responsibility of being a guarantor and would
sign the guarantee agreement easily. There are also
differences in the financial capability of different
legally admitted guarantor. Banks have to select
carefully. Table 33 shows which goverment unit that the
bank prefer as qualified guarantor. Most of them prefer
central government body. 100% of 'Yes+ Same'
respondents prefer central government body while 70.8% of
'No' respondents prefer central government body as the
qualified guarantor. 37.8% of 'No' respondents prefer
those legally admitted units as their guarantors and would
not specify particular level of those units. They are
more lenient in choosing guarantor.
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As mentioned before, the guarantor may not have
enough financial capability to absorb the loss. Banks have
to suffer much. From Table 34, 87.5% of the 'Yes+Same'
respondents point out the major forms of guarantee for most
of the China project financed by the bank is direct
guarantee while 70.8% of 'No' respondents have this kind
of guarantee. Direct gurarantee means that the guarantor
assumes the responsibility to perform all obligations of
the guaranteed project. The guarantor will consider the
feasibility of the project seriously before he signs the
direct guarantee agreement. This in turn will increase
the security of the banks and lower the chance of loss. As
they get more direct guarantee, they can have better
performance. Sometimes, China parties would not like to
have so much liabilities and prefer limited guarantee.
i.e. The guarantor is only responsible for certain amount
of liabilities for a specified period. 50% of the
'Yes+Same' respondents have limited guarantee as the major
forms of guarantee for most of the China project financed
by the bank while 25% of the 'No' respondents have this
one. Compared with the complete guarantee and contingent
guarantee, the liabilities of the guarantor in limited
guarantee is greater. The guarantor in completed
guarantee is only responsible for the completion of the
project in certain period of time while the guarantor in
contingent guarantee is only responsible for covering the
remote or contingent risk. But in limited guarantee, the
guarantor may be responsible for incompelete risk,
contingent risk and other risk. For example, some projects
are 70% guaranteed. The guarantor is responsible for 70%
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of any loss caused by any factors. It shows that the
percentage of the project guaranteed is higher, the risk
of the foreign banks is lower and their performance is
better
Rank the following









c) priority of project
in approval system




Freq % Freq %
7 87.5 14 58.3
1 12.5 5 20.8
0 0.00 5 20.8
TABLE 32
Government unit that






by BOC, by central
govt for the issuance
of guarantee to foreigners
'Yes+Same' 'No'
Freq % Freq %
8 100 17 70.8
5 62.5 9 37.5
































1.4.2 Relationship between performance and motives
Form Table 35, it shows that the motives of both
group are similar.They are both motivated by developing
new business, developing relationship with China
government not for short term profit. 22.2% of the 'No'
respondents (16 banks) rank ret profit contribution as the
most important motives while 14.3% of 'Yes+Same'
respondents (only one banks) rank this as the most
important one. Although they hope to get profits, they
cannot achieve it. It may be due to the lenient policy as
mentioned before or the keen competitive environment
Return on China project fin
higher than H.K. project financing
Motives
Rank the following obj
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1.4.3 Relationship between the performance and
competitive strategies.
Table 36 shows the competitive strategies in project
Financing. 50% of 'Yes+Same' respondents rank offering
inique product and service as the most important strategy
while 27.3% of another group rank this factor as the most
important one. It means that unique financial packages
Like setting up special vehicle company, combining
Afferent financial option will improve the performance.
Banks could not rely on having loyal customer base as
their major strategy because customers are not usually
repeated investors in project financing. 36.4% of the
'No' respondents rank having large loyal customer base as
the most important strategy while 25% of the 'Yes+Same'
respondents rank this as the most important one. Their
wrong strategy may also lead them to have poorer
performance.
Return on China project fin,
higher than H.K. project fin.




as the most important
1. large loyal customer
base coupled with
36.48knowledge of their need: 2 25.0
2. ability to quote
27.362 25.0the best terms
3. offer unique product
27.364 50.0and services
4. provide correct and
4.510.000speedy information
5. have large office/
1 4.50.00branch network in China 0
TABLE 36
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1.4.4 Relationship between the performance and the
obstacles in project financing
Table 37 shows the obstacles faced by the banks. A
larger proportion of banks in both groups casider the
following 4 factors to be highly relevant problems for the
bank doing China project financing. They are as follows:
unclear legal environment (75%), Chinese parties do not
know the external practices (62.5%), it is difficult to
find a guarantor (around 40%), and a lack of control in
the project due to unclear China policy (around 40%)
The problem in China policy and legal environment
cannot be solved by the foreign parties. In China,
different legally admitted guarantors have different
financial position and foreign exchange reserves. Not all
of them are accepted by foreign banks to be an adequate
guarantor. Some reliable guarantors like the Bank of
China would not like to commit so heavily as the liability
incurred in guaranteeing project finance may decrease the
fund raising capability in foreign markets. Most of the
banks have to use counter guarantor method, i.e. they try
to find those non-legally admitted guarantor that has
foreign exchange capability. The process is very tedious
as it involves intensive examination and accurate
judgement. This factor will increase the cost of financing
and hinder the growth of foreign project. On the other
hand, they would take a long time to communicate to the
China parties about the external practices.
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For the 'No' respondents, about 40% of the banks
regard that the communication breakdown between the China
parties and the banks, the inconsistent practice of China
parties as the major problems in project financing. These
can only be solved by long term mutual understanding.
This is, again a very time consuming business.
For the 'Yes+Same' respondents, 50% of the banks
regard that foreign parties tend to exploit the Chinese
parties for their own benefits. It is questionable
whether the conscious of this factor will help the bank to
consider the benefit of China parties in designing a
certain project. There is an assumption that foreign
banks are really exploiting the Chinese party. But it may
be just the perceived motive of foreigners by the China
party. Usually, the foreign bankers are experienced in
serving foreign customers and they would not be aware of
the problems of China parties. This may hinder the
communication and collection relevant information.
On the whole, both groups face similar problems in
project financing. They are working in the same
environment.
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The following factor




problems that the bank
has experienced in
China proj. financing: Freq.% Freq.% Freq.%
a) communication breakdow
between China parties
and the bank 2 25.0 9 37.5 11 34.4
b.) Chinese parties do not
understand external
market and the
5 62.5 15 62.5business practice 20 62.5
c) Inconsistent practice
1 12.5 10 41.7 11 34.4of Chinese parties
d) Foreign parties intend
exploit the benefit of
4 50.0 3 12.5 7 21.9Chinese parties
e) Bank does not
understand the
China market 0 0.0 3 12.5 3 9.4
f) Lack of competent
personnel in
China business 2 25.0 5 20.8 7 21.9
g) Unclear legal
environment 6 75.0 18 75.0 24 75.0
h) Difficult to find




concept of time 1 L2.5 4 16.7 5 15.6
j) Bank of China Group
take advantage of
its dominant
1 4.2position in China 2 25.0
k) Lack of control in the
project due to unclear
10 41.72 37.5China policy
FABLE 3 7
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1.4.5 Relationshin hPtwp n norfnrmmnnn nnA .,orrnt4ot4r%
process.
Table 38 shows the situation of negotiation process.
A great majority (96.8%) of banks believe that the
negotiation process is longer than similar projects in
H.K. The response of different groups are almost the
same. The major common reasons for a long term
negeotiation process are listed as follows:
(i) information provided by China parties is not
enough( 80- 100%),
(ii) the China parties know exactly what they want but
they would like spend a lot of time to seek the
best terms (about 60%),
(iii) a long time is needed to explain to the guarantors
about the rights and the liabilities (50- 56.5%),
(iv) a lack of authority of the Chinese negotiation
teams to make major decisions (40%).
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is longer than those
similar negotiated proj.:
Yes 8 100 22 95.7 30 96.8
No 0 0 0 0 0 0
About the same 0 0 1 4.3 0 0
Reasons for negotiation
process: 'Yes+ Same' No'
Freq.%Freq.%
1. Poor negotiation skill
1 12.5 4 17.4of Chinese parties
2. Long time is needed to
explain to guarantor
about the rights and
liabilities 4 50 13 56.5
3. Information provided by
China parties is not
enough 8 100 18 78.3
4. Chinese parties are not
sure what they want and
would like to change
the contract continuously
even though they have
signed the contract 3 37.5 9 39.1
5. China parties know
exactly what they want
but they take long time
in seeking the best
14 58.3terms of the loan 5 62.5
6. Lack of authority of the
Chinese negotiation teams
11 47.8to make major decision 37.53
7. Long time involved in
7 30.425.0feasibility study 2
8. Others (no. of relevant
authorities is too many),




1211.4.6 Relationship between performance and quality of
information and problem loan.
From Table 39, most of the respondents agree that
there is an improvement in the quality of information and
there is very few cases of problem loans. Although the
information provided is not enough at the present stage,
the China parties will provide more financial figures for
foreign banks to do analysis. As many projects have not
yet completed and most of the loans have not yet matured,
it is difficult to decide which loan can become bad.
Moreover, foreign banks will like to maintain a good
relationship between the China parties, they would be
reluctant to announce any problems loans that may have
arised publicly and would like to restructure the loans
quietly. The above information is verified by Kenneth Lam
(Manager of China Department in Nederlandsche
Middenstandsbank Ltd.) in a personal interview.
Return on China project fin.
higher than H.K. Project fin.
'Yes+Same' 'No' Total
Freq.% Freq.% Freq.%
24 80.018 81.8Ye sImprovement in 6 75
6 20.04 18.2quality of info. No 2 25
Any problem loan
3 13.42 11.81 12.5or schedule pay. Yes
20 86.615 88.2in proj. fin. No 5 62.5
TABLE 39
(g) Summary
on the whole, the 2 groups of respondents nave
similar input and processing process: i) information
provided by China parties is not enough, ii) the
negotiation process is longer, iii) direct guarantee is
required and central government party units are preferred
as the guarantor.
They will face similar obstacles in China: i) unclear
legal environment in China, ii) the China party do not
know the external practices iii) it is difficult to find
an appropriate guarantor, iv) there is a lack of control
in the project due to unclear China policy. Their
performance are not related to the number of branches and
offices. They are working in a perfectly competitive
market. Their performance is not related to legal
regulations and market imperfection. (Note: branches are
the product of legal regulation.) Although entry barrier
is high for foreign banks to enter the project financing
market and there exits much legal restrictions, foreign
banks cannot get any oligopolistic profits. Most of them
have a worse return than that in H.K. Part of their poor
performance is due to their lenient policy and wrong
strategies. For example, they stress more on loyal
customer base rather on providing unique products and
services. On the whole, foreign banks have to overcome
much obstacles in project financing and cannot lower down
the cost of financing easily. But they have to confront
some competitors who use low price strategy especially
their Japanese counterpart. The return in most China
projects is therefore lower than that in H.K. In the long
run, banks have to consider to provide unique products and





Banking industry in China is an emerging industry.
There are many legal restriction in the China banking
markets. Foreign banks are limited to particular segment
of the business and could not penetrate in local market
and they mainly serve non-local customers. Large number
of global banks compete keenly in this small sector. In
addition, foreign banks have to face competition from Bank
of China and other government owned-financial institutions.
In the fact, most of banking activities related to foreign
currencies are dominated by the BOC and those financial
institution like CITI. The market which foreign banks
exist is perfect competitive one and they do not earn any
oligopolistic profit. If the foreign banks can penetrate
into local market, they will do business in a market with
legal restriction and imperfect competition, then they
will earn oligopolistic profit. Japanese banks may hope to
have much penetration in the local market so that they
have established many offices in China and provided low
price loan now. If they cannot get back those investment
in the future, they are not motivated to have aggressive
move now.
1242. The present situation
The business environment is not so optimistic.
Most of foreign banks do not perform well in China trade
and project financing. They are under high price
competition environment. In China, the information
provided is not enough, the legal environment is unclear,
and the guarantor is difficult to be found. Those above
major obstacles result in lower return on asset. However,
foreign banks still want to wait for a banking boom in
China. Most of them expect to have a slow and gradual
improvement in their profit performance. They are
motivated by developing new business, developing long term
China government relationship not particularly for short
term profit and serving existing customers. The major
activities are trade financing and project financing.
Foreign banks could bring their established/ matured
products that they can enjoy competiveness advantage in a
new environment like China.
There are differences between banks having R.O. and
those banks without R.O.. Banks without R.O. are mainly
motivated by serving existing parent country customers.
They are passive and involve less varieties of activities.
Their major activity is trade financing. But banks having
offices are motivated by developing new business. They are
aggressive and have more optimistic outlook about the
profitability in China business. The performance does not
correlate with the number of offices in China. Banks
having offices have better performance in trade financing
than those without offices. It may be due to the presence
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of higher% of joint venture business customers in those
banks having offices. Actually, banks having more offices
would develop more internal personal connection and get
more first hand internal information. In China, the
information flow is not very good. The practice of
similar government units in different area is different.
The location specific information is much useful to
certain projects in particular location. They are
expected to have better performance. However, those banks
having more than one office are still in the stage of the
exploration of China market. They cannot develop much
business to share the operation cost of those offices and
sometimes use low price strategy in order to enter the
market. Their loss at the present stage may be an
investment in establishing long term relationship with
China. Therefore, the present performance cannot show the
value of investment in setting up different number of
offices. It seems those banks having more than one
offices have long term strategic planning. They would
stress on using unique product and service and quoting the
best term strategy in trade financing and project
financing. They would try to modify those trade financing
product that most banks regard as a standardised one.
'Uniqueness strategy' is to set up differentiation from
other competitors and to design particular financial
package in typical China environment. 'Quoting best term'
strategy is to confront some competitors like Japanese
banks and to set up high entry barrier for those foreign
banks which are more profit conscious. In China, the
cost-driver strategy of several Japanese banks have
126shapped the industry structure. Chi 1
na parties would use
one package provided by one bank to bargain with another
bank. In order to enter China market foreign banks are
forced to lower the price in order to establish their
market position. Those banks may aim to have economics of
scale, get learning experience and increase entry barrier
for other new comers particularly those small and medium
size banks. After they have established a osip ton in the
market, they can develop another kind of activities. These
activites will share the previous cost and bring a higher
return. Moreover, there is linkage effect of the
development of banking activities and business like
investment and trading of a particular country. For
example, Japanese banks have many offices in China and
would help the Japanese investors to develop China
business. Japanese banks would seek the export credit from
its own country. The credit created will promote the
exports of its own country. Japan is well-known to have
cooperation among different sectors, they are used to take
low price strategy in order to enter the market and later
they would exert the market power through the dominance in
the market. Other banks having more than one office would
also like to use this strategy in order to have long term
development.
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3. Successful criteria in trade financing
The most common way in China trade financing is back
to back L/C. The procedures between the H.K. parties and
the foreign parties are same as the usual practice that
banks do now. The major problems encountered are due to
the practice and the policy of China parties. Foreign
banks have to provide good advice to their customers and
suggest particular financing method. Trade financing in
China cannot be regarded as a standardised product. In
order to improve performance, it is better to use unique
service and large loyal customer based strategy. In
addition, the foreign banks should try to increase the
number of joint venture business customers.
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4. Successful criteria in project financing
(a) It is better to develop industrial project rather
than hotel project as the percentage of guarantee provided
in hotel project and the demand of hotel project is
decreasing.
(b) There are many obstacles in project financing and
most of foreign banks have a worse return than that in
H.K.. The ways that foreign banks can overcome those
obstacles are to collect more information and hunting
capable guarantors. Those banks with many offices can set
up a lot of connection among those China institutions and
make vaild judgement in deciding particular financial
package.
(c) They are advised to use unique products and services
strategy.
(d) Banks are advised to have long term vision. Iney are
not advised to set up lenient policy in order to get
business as this will worse their performance and their
reputation in the future.
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5. kecommendation
On the whole, it is expected to have medium rate of
growth in the China market. Different sized banks would
set up different strategies. For smaller banks, if they
do not have good relationship with the China government,
they are not suggested to have great investment in the
China market and are advised to start doing trade
financing first to keep existing customers. But if they
have established good connection with China institutions,
they can work as consultants for foreign firms and foreign
banks. Because of their small asset size, they cannot do
much China activities. For larger banks, they can take an
aggressive approach. They choose some strategic location
for their R.O. They would choose some industrial area
which is farther away from the southern part of China and
fully exercise the function of R.O. In order to have more
communication between banks and China institutions, banks
not only provide traditional services and have to consider
the need of China parties. For example, the bank has to
provide seminar and training services to those China
parties. It is better for those large global banks to
expand the size of markets and exert pressure on China
parties to set up better regulation and provide wider
scope of business activity area. For example, they would
use the reciprocity principle to force China parties to
lead them to upgrade their offices.
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Foreign Bank Representation in China, as of Oct. 1981
Bank: Banca Commerciale Italiana
Home Country: Italy
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Banca Nazionale del Lavoro
Home Country: Italy
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Bank of America
Home Country: United States
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Bank of East As i a
Home Country: Hong Kong
Status: Branch in Shanghai
Bank: Bank of Tokyo
Home Country: Japan
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Liaison office in Guangzhou
Bank: Banque Nationale de Paris
Home Country: France
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Laision office in Guangzhou
Bank: Barclay's Bank International
Home Country: United Kingdom
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
Home Country: Canada
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Chase Manhattan Bank
Home Country: United States
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Commerzbank
Home Country: Federal Republic of Germany
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Credit Lyonnaise
Home Country: France
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Deutsche Bank
Home Country: Federal Republic of Germany
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Export-Import Bank of Japan
Home Country: Japan
Status: Representative office in Beijing
131Bank: First National Bank of ChicagoHome Country: United States
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Hong Kong-Shanghai Banking Corporation
Home Country: Hong Kong
Status: Branch in Shanghai
Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Industrial Bank of Japan
Home Country: Japan
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Midland Bank
Home Country: United Kingdom
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Overseas Chinese Banking Corporation
Home Country: Singapore
Status: Branch in Shanghai
Branch in Amoy, Xiamen
Bank: Royal Bank of Canada Corporation
Home Country: Canada
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Societe Generale
Home Country: France
Status: Representative office in Beijing
Bank: Standard Chartered Bank
Home Country: United Kingdom
Status: Branch in Shanghai
Source: Paul D. Reynolds,
China's International Banking Financial System,
New York: Praeger Publishers, 1982. p.83
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Location of R.O. Of Foreign Banks in the PRC
A B C D E F
Japan
1. Fuji Bank 1 1
2. Hokkaido Tokushoku
Bank Limited 1 1 1
3. Industrial Bank
of Japan 1 1 1
4. Long-Term Credit
Bank of Japan Ltd. 1
5. Mitsubishi Bk. Ltd. 1 1 1
6. Mitsubishi Trust
Banking Corp. 1
7. Mitsui Bank 1 1 1
8. Sanwa Bank 1 I 1
9. Sumitomo Bank 1 1
10. Sumitomo Trust
Banking Corp. 1
11. Bank of Tokyo 1 1 11
12. Dai- Ichi Kangyo
Bank Ltd. 11
13. Daiwa Bank 1
14. Suruga Bank Ltd. 1
115. The To ka i Bank Ltd. 1
16. The Toyo Trust
Banking Co. Ltd. 1
17. Taiyo Kobe Bank Ltd
18. Yasuda Trust
Banking Co. Ltd. 1
Germany
1. Desdner Bank AGC 1
2. Commerzbank AG 1
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Belgium
1. Bank of Credit
Commerce Intl SA 1
Norway










4. Chase Manhattan Bank 1
5. Chemical Bank 1
6. Bank of America 1
Canada
1. Bank of Montreal 1




1. Hong Kong Shanghai
1(*)111Banking Corp.
1(l2. Bank of East Asia




































Source: Asia Yearbook 1985 (data up to end of 1984)
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Appendix 3
Distribution of Foreign Banking Institution in the PRC
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix Total
Japan 14 8 7 3 2 1 35
France 5 5 4 3 17
Hongkong 1 1 2 3 1 8
U.S. 5 2 7
U. K. 3 1 2 6
Canada 4 4
Singapore 2 1 3
Italy 3 3









45 15 13 12 3 2 1 1 1 93
Note: Mid 1985 Figure:
vii: Zhuhaiiv: Shenzhenis Beijing
viii: Wuhanv: Xiameni i: Shanghai
ix: Tianj invi: T)al faniii Guangzhou





Kui Seng Ming Enterprise HK (signed 12 Oct 84)
For the construction of a glass bottling plant in Zhuhai
special zone
Lead: Crocker National Bank
Agent: Crocker National Bank
US$25m, 8 years (2.5 years grace) at 0.625% f:-first 4
years. 0.75% thereafter
Orient Country Co. HK (signed 29 Oct 84)
To finance phase one of the construction of Guilin Hotel,
,uangxi province, China
Lead: Standard Chartered Asia
Agent: Standard Chartered Asia
HK$29m, 9 years
Yick Ho Ltd HK (signed Nov 84)
To finance the construction of the Lido hotel, apartment
and office project in Beijing
Lead: Bank of China, Sanwa International Finance, CCIC
Finance
Agent: CCIC Finance
Tranche A: US$18.025m, 9 years at 0.5%
Tranche B: US$15.9m, 9 years at 0.75%
Tranche C: US$19.075m, 9 years at 0.625%
C-Ho Import Export HK (signed May 85)
For the construction of a hotel in Shenzhen
Lead: Barclays Bank Group
US$ 39m
C-Ho Land Development HK (signed 20 April 85)
Guarantor: Guangzhou International Trust Investment
Corp
To construct the Binjiang Hotel in Guangzhou
Lead: Nordic Asia, West LB (HK)
US$10m
Seapower Consortium Co China(mid April- mid May 85)
Guarantor: Fujian Enterprise and Seapower
To finance Seapower Consortium Co's Fuzhou Hotel project
in China
Lead: Toyo Trust, Sumitomo Bank
US13m, 7 years,@ 1% over Hibor
Lethia Ltd HK (mid July- mid August 85)
Guarantor: Tianjin First Hotel
To finance the construction of a 450-room hotel at
rianj in (Hyatt)




Bank of China (signed 25 Nov 85)
General funding
Lead: IBJ, Nippon Life Ins Co
Agent: IBJ
Yen 10.2b, 10 years (5 years grace) fixed at 0.1% over
JLTPR
SYNDICATION---- COMPLETED
Occidental Petroleum China( mid May- mid June 85)
Bridging finance for the purchase of equipment to be used
in the Antanbao surface coal mine project, Shanxi
province, China
Lead: Bank America Capital Markets Group
Agent: Bank of America
Tranche A: US$120m, 3 years( stand-by LC)
Tranche B: US$40m, 1 year (bridge loan)
Tianjin First Hyatt Hotel China (mid June- mid July 85)




Yick Ho HK (mid June- mid Dec 85)
To finance the continuing development of the Lido Hotel
apartment cpmplex in Beijing




CITIC China (mid Oct- mid Dec 85)
Lead: LTCB, Sumitomo Life Ins
Morgan Guaranty Agent: LTCB
Yen 5b, 5 years, fixed at JLTPR
Guangdong Float Glass Co, China (mid Oct- mid Dec 85)
For construction and development of a plate glass factory
in Shekou, Shenzen SEZ
Lead: First Nat Bank of Chicago, Nanyang Commercial Bank
Manager: BankAmerica, Bank of Montreal, Banca Commerciale
Italiana, BNP, CCIC Finance, China Development Finance,
China Investment Finance, Dresdner Bank, Hang Seng Bank,
IBJ, LTCB, Mellon Bank, National Westminster
US$62.875m
Tranche A: US$36.75m, 12 years, 0.75% over Libor
Tranche B: US$26.125m, 10 years, 0.625% over Libor years
1-5, 0.75% thereafter
Shanghai Development Project China (mid Oct- mid Dec 85)





Carveston Co HK (mid Oct- mid Nov 84)
Guarantor: Guangdong Provincial Foreign Trade Corp





Occidental Petroleum China (mid Oct 84- mid May 85)
Bridging finance for the purchase of equipment to be used
in the Antanbao surface coal mine project, Shanxi
province, China
Lead: Bank America Capital Markets Group
Agent: Bank of America
Tranche A: US$120m, 3 years (stand-by LC)
Tranche B: US$40m, 1 year (bridge loan)
rnmmi tmnnt fee : 0.25%
SYNDICATION---- MANDATED
Carveston CO HK (mid Sept 84- mid Jan 85)




Co-Ho Land Development HK (mid Feb 85- mid April 85)
Guarantor: Guangzhou International Trust Investment
Corp
To construct the Binjiang Hotel in Guangzhou
Lead: Nordic Asia, West LB (HK)
US$10m
Seapower Consortium Co China (mid Feb- mid April 85)
Guarantor: Fuijan Enterprise and Seapower
To finance Seapower Consortium Co's Fuzhou Hotel project
in China
Lead: Toyo Trust, Sumitomo Bank
US$13m
Guangdong Float Glass Co China (mid June- mid Sept 85)
For construction and development of a plate glass factory
in Shekou, Shezen SEZ
Arranger: First Nat Bank of Chicago, Nanyang Commercial
Bank
US$72m
China Int' l Trust Investment Corp (mid July mid Nov
85)
Lead: Chase Manhattan
HK$300m, fixed at 9.875%
Ding Hu Cannery, China (mid Oct- mid Dec 85)
Dow Financial Services Group
US%13.5M
140CITIC, China (mid Nov- mid Dec 85)
Lead: Chase Manhattan
HK$300m fixed at 9.875%
Shenzhen SEZ




CAAC, China (mid April- mid Dec 85)
To finance five Boeing 737-300 aircra
Lead: Bank of Tokyo Lease Co
Yen n/a, 10 years
SYNDICATION---- RUMOURED
Shenzhen Special Economic Zone (mid Sept 84- mid Mar 85)
To finance a coal-fired power station project consisting
of two 350MW units
Lead: Citibank (HK), Hongkong Bank
US$300m
Wing On Holdings HK (mid Sept 84- mid Mar 85)
To finance construction of a complex including hotel,
commercial and residential units in Shanghai
Lead: Sanwa Bank, Nordic Asia
7 771?-7 Cf%-
Bank of China (mid Oct 84- mid Mar 85)
To finance construction of the Daya Bay nuclear power
project
HK$10b
Shenzhen SEZ Power (China) of HK (mid June 85- mid Dec
85)
Lead: Bank of China, Citibank, Hongkong Bank
HK$lb
Hotel Project in Beijing (mid Sept- mid Nov 85)
Shearson Lehman
US$100m
b. CONCESSIONAL FINANCE---- SIGNED
Borrower: China (mid Feb- mid Mar 85)
Lender: IDA
To continue the nation-wide effort to increase the number
of high-level technical staff and managers by improving
the quality of graduates in engineering, economics and
finance.
US$145m
Term(grace period): 50(10) years
f'ntinnn annual charges
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Borrower: China (mid Feb- mid Mar 85)
Lender: World Bank
To support a US$283m project to expand the electric power




Borrower: China (mid Mar- mid Apr 85)
Lender: World Bank
To assist a project to provide potable water to 6 million




Borrower: China (mid Mar- mid Apr 85)
Lender: World Bank
To partly finance a seed project that forms part of




Borrower: China (mid Mar- mid Apr 85)
Lender: World Bank
To establish the first of a series of large-scale, fully
mechanized coal mining operations
US$126m
Coupon: variable
Borrower: China (mid Apr mid May 85)
Lender: IDA
To support a rural water supply project which will
provide safe drinking water
US$80m
Term: 50(10) years
niinnn! annual charges II
Borrower: China (mid Apr- mid May 85)
Lender: IDA
To finance a project to increase the production of high




Borrower: China (mid June mia jury 03)
Lender: IFC
To part-finance a US$79.5m joint venture between Chinese
and French sponsors to produce 15000 pickup trucks a year
US$15m
142Borrower: China (mid June- mid July 85)
Lender: World Bank, IDA
To fund a highways project involving the building of
km1630 of rural and national roads
US$42.6m US$30m respectively
Term: 20(5) 50(10) years respectively
Coupon: variable* annual charges# respectively
Borrower: China (mid June- mid July 85)
Lender: World Bank
For the expansion of China's railway system through the
electrification of main trunk lines and improved




Borrower: China (mid June- mid July 85)
Lender: World Bank
For a project to increase fertilizer production,





Borrower: China (mid July- mid Aug 85)
Lender: IDA





Borrower: China (mid July- mid Aug 85)
Lender: World Bank IDA
For a pre-investment study of Weiyuan Gas Field
US$25m US$5m respectively
Term: 20(5) 50(10) respectively
cOUPON : VARIABLE *&. nnn»al rhgrae.# respectiveLY
annual charges-- 0.5% on undisbursed balances,
0.75% on disbursed balances
World Bank variable interest rate is linked to the
cost of the bank's borrowings
c. EXPORT CREDIT---- SIGNED
Bank of China (mid Nov- mid Dec 84)
For financing oil and coal development projects in PRC
Lead: Export-Import Bank of Japan
Yen 580000m, 15 years at 7.125%
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Bank of China (mid Dec 84- mid Jan 85).
To support sales of shunt reactors, current transformers
and capacitive voltage transformers by ASEA Inc of
Montreal to the China National Technical Import
Corporation
Lead: Export Development Corporation of Canada
C$4.65m
Bank of China (mid Dec 84- mid Jan 85)
To support a sale of circuit breakers by Cegelec
Industries Inc of Laprarie, Quebec to the China National
Cechnical Import Corporation
Lead: Export Development Corporation of Canada
C$3.49m
Bank of China (mid Apr- mid May 85)
For the financing of oil and coal development projects in
the PRC
Lead: Export-Import Bank of Japan
Yen 420000m, 15 years at 6.25%
Bank of China (mid May- mid June 85)
For the purchase of goods and services required for
onshore oilfield development projects during 1985 to be
implemented by the Ministry of petroleum Industry in China
Lead: Export-Import Bank of Japan
Yen 60778m, 9 years at 7.125%
Bank of China (mid Aug- mid Sept 85)
To finance Chinese purchases of hydroelectric power
stations from an Austrian consortium led by state-owned
Elfin-Union AG
Lead: Creditanstalt-Bankverein (guaranteed by Austria's
export credit agency Oesterreichische-Kontrollbank)
ASch6900m, funds are available until the end of 1980 up
to 20 years
EXPORT CREDIT---- REQUESTED
China (mid Oct 84- mid Apr 85)
For the construction of a steel mill in Baoshan and a
etro-chemical complex in Daqing
Lead: Export-Import Bank of Japan
Yen 100000m
China Shipbuilding Corp (mid Oct 84- mid Sept 85)
For the construction of ships under contract from foreign
:ompanies
Lead: Export-Import Bank of China
NT$1170m, 8 years at 8.5%
Source: Export Import Finance Review, Jan. to Dec. 85
Asia Trade Finance Magazine, Jan. Feb. 86
1Questionnaire
Capital based of your bank
A. General
Business Activities
1 What type(s) of business do your bank have with China? Please check




Syndicate loan with Bank of China Group
Setting up financial institutions with China or ganisation
Doing Joint venture business in China
Investment and consultancy services
Leasing
others(specify)
2. Do Your bank have any representative office in China?
Yes No <if no. go to question 5>
3. How many representative offices or branches does your bank have in
China?
Number of representative offices
Number of branches
4. Which year did your bank first establish your representative offices?
Year
145Objectives:
5.Please rank the following objectives of providing loan to China from
1(the most important) to 7 (the least important)
net profit contribution to the bank
serve existing parent country customers of the bank
meet the competition of other bank
develope new business/customers of your bank
increase market share
develope relationship with the China government and enterprise
not particularly for short term profit
other (specify)
Future Outlooke
6. What is the future trend of the profitability of China business in the
coming three years for your bank?
Increasing )Don't know)Decreasing)same
3B Trade Financing
7. What currency does your bank often use in China trade financing?
8. What customers does your bank often serve in China trade financing?
Please check one or more of the following
Parent country existing custorners
overseas Chinese
HK and Macao compatriots
Foreign companies
Joint ventures business organisation
others(please specify)
9. Is the present rate of return on China trade financing higher than that
of the average HK trade financing in your bank?
Yes No
About the same
10. Please rank the following competitive strategies for trade financing
business in terms of importance rom (the most important) to
6(the least important)
large, loyal customers base coupled with knowledge of their needs
ability to quote the best terms
offer unique products and services
provide correct and speedy information
have large office (branch) network in China
others (please specify)
147C.Project Financing
11. What are the major kinds of probect tat your bank has done? Please








12. Who are the major borrowers in the project financing of your bank?
Please check one or more of the following
Legally admitted China organisation





13 Please rank the following project financing service that your bank
provide in terms of frequency from (trequent used) to 6 (rarely
used)
Suppliers' credit--recovered from the supply price or getting aid
from supplier's government




Co-financing arrangement with international institutions
others(please specify)
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14. Is the volume of project financing business higher than that of trade
financing business in your bank?
Yes No About the same
15. Is the present rate of return on China project financing higher than
that of the average H.K. project financing in your bank?
Yes No About the same
16. What is the future trend of business with China enterprise in the
coming three years?
Increasing Decreasing Same Don't know
17. Please rank the following criteria for deciding to undertake a project
finance in China from 1(the most important) to 4(the least
important)
the viability of the project itself
the availability of securities or guarantor
the priority of the project in the approval system of the centra
government
others (specify)
18. Please rank the following comoetitive strategies for project
financing business in terms of importance from 1(the most
important) to 7(the least important)
large, loyal customers base coupled with knowledge of their needs
ability to quote the best terms
offer unique products and services
provide correct and speedy information
have large office(branch) network in China
others (please specify)
14919. How relevant do the following factors responsible for the problems
that your bank-has experienced in China project financing?Please cirlce
the point from 0(not relevant ) to 5(highly relevant)
Not Highly
relevant relevant
0 1 2 3 4 5(a) Communication breakdown
between China parties and bank:
1 2 3 4 5(b) Chinese parties do not under- 0
stand external market and the
business pratice
1 2 3 4 50(c) Inconsistent practice of Chines
parties
1 2 3 4 50(d) Foreign parties intend to exploit
the benefit of Chinese parties
1 2 3 4 50(e) Bank does not understand the
China market
1 1 3 4 50(f) Lack of competent personnel
in China Business
1 2 3 4 50(g) Unclear legal environment in
China
1 2 3 4 50(h) Difficult to find guarantor
1 2 3 4 50(i) Insurmmountable cultural
pratices like different
concept of time
1 2 3 4 50(j) Bank of China Group take
advantage of its dominant
position in China.
1 2 3 4 50(k) Lack of control in the project
due to unclear China Policy
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20. Compared with similar negeotiated project in Hong Kong do you think
that the negeotiation process is longer?
Yes No About the same
<if the answer is no or about the
same, please go to question 24>
21. If"Yes", what are the main reasons? Please check one or more of the
following
Poor negeotiation skill of Chinese parties
Long time is needed to explain to guarantor about the rights and
liabilities
Information provided by the Chinese parties is not enough
Chinese parties are not sure what they want and would like to
change the contract continuously even though they have signed the
contract
China parties know exactly what they want but they take long time
in seeking the best terms of loan
Lack of authority of the Chinese negeotiation teams to make
major decesions
long time involved in feasibility study
Other (please specify)
22. Has there been any improvernent in the quality of information provided
by the China parties in recent years?
Yes No
<if no go to question 26>
23.If "Yes", please specify the improvements
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24. Are there any problem loan or reschedule payment case in pro jecl
financing?(problem loan means delay payment)
Yes No
25. 1 f Yes, how do your bank handle? Please elaborate.
6. What are the mao forms of guarantee for most of the China project
financed by your bank?
Direct Guarantee-the guarantor assumes the responsibility to
perform all obligations.
Complete Guarantee-The guarantors are responsible for the
completion of projects in certain time period.,
Limited Guarantee-the gurantor is only responsible for certain
amount of liabilities for a specified period.
Contingent Guarantee-To cover the remote or contingent risk.
Others (specify)-
27. Which level of Government unit do your bankr as qualified






THANK YOU 50 MUCH I
Notre. If you have any additional comment, please write down in
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